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Abstract:  

Far and wide, multilateral cooperation is championed as a principal response to a volatile global 
landscape characterized by transnational challenges, complexity, and turbulent great power relations. 
At the same time, many lament multilateralism to be amidst a paramount crisis of identity. New actors 
and powers are keen and increasingly capable of challenging the norms underpinning the traditionally 
Western-led, liberal international order and multilateralism adhering to it.  

Some argue that an era of unipolarity, and thus U.S. hegemony, is drawing to a close. China has 
come to depict itself as a fundamentally multilateral actor and is actively envisioning the design of 
multilateralism from its own normative stances. Rising powers, such as India, are increasingly eager 
to convey their views on how cooperation ought to be compiled and whom it should benefit. 

This thesis analyses the strategic narratives on multilateralism and the international order as put forth 
by China’s and India’s foreign policy statements. Three research questions were posed to direct and 
frame the analysis: How are the concepts of international order and multilateral cooperation described 
in foreign policy statements delivered by China and India? What kind of values or norms emerge as 
salient for China’s and India’s strategic narratives on multilateralism and the international order? How 
are these values and norms connected to China’s and India’s historical narratives of themselves on 
the international arena? 

Strategic narratives (Miskimmon et. al, 2013) provide a lens through which to examine how political 
actors construct shared meanings of the past, present, and future of international politics, in order to 
sculpt the behaviour of domestic and international actors. Examining the research questions via the 
lens of strategic narratives enables scrutiny into the themes of intentionality, communication as 
persuasive power, and the role strategically reconstructed concepts can exert on reality. 

In the case of China, three strategic narratives were identified: 1) a narrative of China’s origin story, 
depicted as a basis for both its future glory and its benevolence as a partner 2) a vision of “true” 
multilateralism, compiled of the three pillars of the existence of distinct civilizations, hegemony as 
antithetical to multilateralism, and sovereignty as a key value in multilateralism 3) a narrative of China 
being “ahead of times” and “on the right side of history”. In the case of India, three strategic narratives 
were identified, as well: 1) the narrative of insiders and outsiders, entailing an interplay of domestic 
and foreign policy 2) a vision of “temporal balance”, depicted as unique and inherent to the Indian 
civilization 3) a vision of the desirability of the diffusion of power, viewed to lead to justice and greater 
democracy in international relations.  

While the analysis primarily illuminates upon the strategic narratives on multilateralism and the 
international order as posed by China’s and India’s foreign policy, the results of this thesis also 
expand into future research themes such as emerging conceptualizations of democracy on the level 
of international relations, the persuasive power of fuzzy concepts, as well as the manner in which 
concepts may travel and assume novel, localized versions. 
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1. Introduction  
 

No single country can go it alone. We need cooperation and agreed-upon rules to topple the 

mounting challenges ahead of us.  

So chant the leaders of the North, the West, the East, and the South, virtually in unison. Whether 

we examine policy documents, government statements, or the grandiose appeals delivered on 

the towering podiums of international summits, the call for multilateral cooperation continues 

to roll of the tongue of policymakers, researchers, and heads of state alike. For, in a world 

dominated by complex and transnational challenges, not even the most inward-looking actors 

of the international stage can completely rule out the exacerbated need to work together.  

Multilateralism is frequently depicted as the sole solution to an increasingly volatile 

international arena on which various challenges continue to elongate both the tendencies of 

isolationism as well as the dire need to address transnational problems together. Yet – despite 

its undeniable oratory power as a slogan – multilateralism as a concept echoes to many as 

vague, as the political jargon aiming to beautify the irreconcilable strains between the interests 

of major powers. 

In the upcoming analysis, my aim is to examine the normative ideas and strategic narratives 

interwoven into the concepts of multilateral cooperation and the international order. 

Multilateralism, in its traditional, Western-dominated form, is frequently depicted to be 

undergoing a paramount crisis; that the liberal principles and values so affectionately affixed 

with the concept are under pressure from various actors gaining salience within the balance of 

power of the international order. For some, the culprits lie within the recent swerve in direction 

of the democratization of the world – that, currently, we are witnessing the combative advance 

of populist, nationalist, as well as authoritarian leaders and governments, prone to ridiculing 

the liberal tenets of the international order, disputing the desirability of globalization, and 

placing added emphasis on ideas of national sovereignty, protectionism, isolationism, as well 

as past civilizational glories lost to “globalism”.  

However, as I will argue later on, another crucial force altering the concept of multilateralism 

and our perceptions on its future directions, is the shift away from U.S. unipolarity, both on a 

concrete as well as a normative level, and the emergence of alluring alternative strategic 

narratives from elsewhere in the world. China, perhaps most saliently, has come to engage 

itself actively within multilateral organizations and institutions, and is envisioning their future, 
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development, and design on its own right. China has, furthermore, created a novel vocabulary 

of “win-win cooperation”, “harmony”, “anti-hegemonism”, “global community of shared 

future”, and, succinctly, of “true multilateralism”, to describe the desirable directions of global 

cooperation. While the concepts may ring relatively vapid at first glance, they together 

formulate a distinct evolving worldview on how international cooperation ought to be compiled 

and whom it should benefit.  

Although the China discourse is perhaps the most preeminent discussion on the shifting balance 

of normative power, other actors, too, remain captivating in regard to the upcoming analysis. 

Emerging countries’ voices, such as that of India’s, are being augmented in the discussion on 

a fair, just composition of world order, viewed to have previously been rigged in the benefit of 

the West. They, too, are laying out their distinctive worldviews, often emphasizing the right 

for developing countries to have an equal hand in molding the emerging order. China and India, 

as massive regional and international powers, as well as ancient civilizations, are emerging as 

norm-makers for the disenchanted, albeit simultaneously pursuing their own strategic interests 

in the process. 

Hence, the aim of my upcoming analysis is to examine China’s and India’s white papers and 

foreign policy statements, and to dissect the themes they choose to elevate as salient for their 

imaginations of the international order and the future of multilateral cooperation. As the future 

is so often linked to conceptions of the past, I also consider how the documents envision 

internationally powerful China and India to compliment to a desirable order in the making and 

how the countries perceive their own position in such a hierarchy of states. While the positions 

of China and India regarding the West do greatly differ, they both claim to envisage a world 

devoid of the dominance of mere unipolarity, and rather foresee a more splintered world in the 

making, where power is increasingly dissipated and shared.  

Three primary research questions are posed in order to direct and frame the upcoming analysis: 

• How are the concepts of international order and multilateral cooperation 

described in foreign policy statements delivered by China and India? 

• What kind of values or norms emerge as salient for China’s and India’s strategic 

narratives on multilateralism and the international order? 

• How are these values and norms connected to China’s and India’s historical 

narratives of themselves on the international arena? 
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Theoretically, this thesis embarks on its analysis from a viewpoint of constructivism, and 

celebrates the view that ideas, identities, and narratives, have true power to impact and alter 

the material world. Hence, words constitute worldviews, building blocks of what we know to 

imagine, what we recognize to long for. When such elements are utilized as strategic narratives 

(Miskimmon et al. 2013), infused with intentionality to reach specific political goals, they 

become potent tools of persuasion. Hence, it fundamentally matters how countries like China 

and India opt to vocalize their views on an ideal world, for they constitute a powerful alternative 

to the Western narrative, which, ultimately, has been around long enough to have exhibited 

weaknesses alongside its keenly championed strengths. 

This thesis is divided into eight individual chapters, this ongoing introductory part included. In 

the second part, I will move on to depict the conceptual wrangle churning behind the concept 

of multilateralism. I will, furthermore, examine the narrative of a multilateralism in crisis, and 

untangle the potential fallacy of liberal values viewed as elemental to multilateralism as a 

concept. Although I, too, champion the liberal principles underpinning multilateralism as we 

have grown accustomed to knowing it, it may be simplistic to claim that multilateralism as such 

would seize to exist should its liberal face be compromised. Finally, in this segment of the 

thesis, I attempt to outline what I distinguish to be the main points of pressure speeding up the 

evolutionary process of the concept of multilateralism, in this present day and age.  

The third chapter is dedicated to the rationale of examining the concept of multilateralism via 

the cases of China and India. Due to the scope of this thesis, all viewpoints cannot realistically 

be outlined, but I aim to exemplify in as succinct a manner as possible the normative capacity 

the two nations hold on the international arena. Following this, I will put forth a compact review 

on the evolution that China’s and India’s foreign policies have undergone in recent history in 

regard to multilateralism. While this segment is bound to remain a compact summary, it is 

crucial to include this in a thesis dealing with ideas and identities – for, views on past events 

are often, if not components per se, then at least shadows impacting current foreign policy 

thought and the construction of identities. 

The fourth chapter will lay out the methodological framework I am operating within in more 

detail. I will summarize the benefits of constructivism in foreign policy analysis and elaborate 

briefly on the practice of document analysis. Pivotally, I aim to argue for the potency of words, 

ideas, and concepts within the field of foreign policy research, and, finally, I summarize this 

thought process in the rationale for choosing to examine China’s and India’s foreign policy 
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statements via the more encased lens of strategic narratives. I will briefly introduce the 

documents which I have chosen to best reflect current Chinese and Indian foreign policy 

thought on multilateralism. And, finally, I will move on to contemplate the limitations inherent 

to my analysis, in order to demonstrate that I, too, as a researcher, hold preconceptions which 

deem my work susceptible to interpretation.  

In the fifth and sixth chapter of this thesis I move on to analyze the foreign policy white papers, 

speeches, and statements published by China and India. Due to the scope of this thesis, I have 

chosen to attach only the most illuminative quotations to support my analysis, albeit many of 

those left out would have provided supplementary nuance to my research.  

The seventh chapter addresses the vaster meanings and extended points of discussion which 

my findings may have for ensuing analysis on multilateralism and the state of the international 

order. This discussion aims to draw my thesis to a close, in a manner, and to return to the initial 

questions on what makes China’s and India’s normative power so pivotal for the future of our 

international order. The final, eighth chapter provides concluding thoughts on the topic, as well 

as assesses potentially fecund avenues for future research. 

As a gestalt, this thesis examines one facet of global politics, the concept of multilateralism. 

However, at the same time, this thesis touches upon vaster processes of the distribution of 

power – mainly, alternative views on the manner in which power and privilege are, or ought to 

be, organized in international relations. Furthermore, the results of the upcoming analysis 

appertain to elemental questions regarding the power of communication within global politics, 

as well as provide a snapshot into how the legitimacy of power hierarchies and relations are 

communicated to those governed, via publicly available statements. The very tenets of an 

appropriate global order are based on notions of what is deemed desirable, what fair, and what 

merely acceptable – and the communicatory prowess of powerful, emerging nations holds great 

sway in reconstructing such definitions. 

Concepts, a fundamental motif in this thesis, are powerful communicatory tools on their own. 

While the concept of multilateralism may assume center stage, the upcoming analysis is 

simultaneously immersed in other topical conceptual debates. An example of such is the 

identification of alternative interpretations on democracy in the realm of global politics, the 

call for democracy within international relations, a stipulation for equality not only among 

individuals, but, rather, among nation states. 
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2. The Contested Concept of Multilateralism: Capturing 

Cooperation in an Era of Competition 

2.1 Multilateralism in Theory: Definitions and Views 

One overarchingly vexing element to conceptualizing multilateralism may be that very few 

nations truly strive to undermine cooperation as a general idea. Yet, what remains the 

uncomfortable question is the how of multilateralism(s): according to what rules, and whose 

values, is cooperation carried out outside of political speeches, beyond the grandeur of political 

banquets.  

Even in an era of competition, cooperation is in vogue. To some, more in theory than in action, 

and to some – such as the writer of this thesis – often hardly even in theory.  

Multilateralism, as examined via its most elemental definition, can be seen to refer to “the 

practice of coordinating national policies in groups of three or more states, through ad hoc 

arrangements or by means of institutions” (Keohane, 1990, p. 731). Keohane’s definition, while 

multipurpose in its ambiguity, leaves the concept of multilateralism slightly adrift to the whims 

of the reader and evokes the question of what the unique aspects of multilateralism actually 

are. After all, the aforementioned definition applies to what we may refer to as mere trans-

governmentalism, alliances, or networks, or other modes of organizing cooperative action 

(Lazarou et al., 2010, p. 3).  

Ruggie (1992, p. 566) articulates this exact viewpoint by stating that “the nominal definition 

of multilateralism misses the qualitative dimension of the phenomenon that makes it distinct”, 

and that, in fact, such cooperation among three or more states is deemed distinctive not by its 

composition but rather by the certain principles that shepherd the relations of such actors (Ibid., 

p. 567). Ruggie’s perceptions stem from a world left behind thirty years ago – yet the need to 

comprehend the ideational shifts within multilateral cooperation and the principles governing 

it has all but dissipated. In fact, a surge of literature has emerged, aiming to capture the 

evolution of the qualitative, and normative, core of multilateralism(s). 

The birth of multilateralism is ideationally interlinked with the concepts of peace and security, 

and temporally situated in the aftermath of the First World War. The signing of the Treaty of 

Versailles in 1919 provided a formal end to a conflict of devastating proportions and sparked 

a shared desire to prevent such atrocities from taking place again. From such an aspiration arose 

the League of Nations, a forerunner to the United Nations, and a hatchery for the idea of a 
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political-legal system which would aim to maintain peace, prevent conflict, and develop tools 

and platforms for economic and social cooperation. As summarized by Donati (2020, p. 54), 

“the newly formed organization aimed at designing a new global and multilateral order was 

promoted, and under the sovereign equality of the Member States, cooperation and dialogue 

between small and large states, and common and coordinated policies aimed at addressing the 

main challenges of the time, were adopted”. Multilateralism was presented as a response to 

both man-made challenges, such as war, as well as an answer to unexpected, complex 

challenges, such as health threats, facing humanity as a whole. 

The League of Nations, despite its noble aspirations, failed, and the world experienced yet 

another surge of utter devastation in the form of World War II. World War II only further 

highlighted the dire need for an organization that would strive to prevent events that could 

jeopardize the security and potentially the future of mankind. From the ashes of the League of 

Nations, the United Nations (UN) was born, today generally considered an epitome of 

multilateral institutions and the backbone of global cooperation.  

After World War II, alongside the emergence of the UN and the Bretton Woods institutions, 

the prefix defining the cooperation of the era was, according to Börzel and Zürn (2021, p. 282–

283), rule-based multilateralism. Such multilateralism was largely constricted to the Western 

world; it was defined by global yet relatively weak institutions, such as the UN human rights 

regime and the UN Security Council. This order had dominantly been constructed by the U.S. 

and its partners – composing a “free world”, enveloped in the traits of economic openness, 

multilateral institutions, security cooperation, and democratic solidarity. (Ikenberry, 2018, p. 

7).  

In a manner, the post-World War II order was a “thin liberal order” (Börzel & Zürn, 2021, p. 

282–283), which only in the aftermath of the Cold War experienced the monumental thrust 

towards the liberal features that even today are keenly associated as fundamental to the concept 

of multilateralism. The end of the Cold War marked a move towards an international order 

which was no longer weak in its liberal traits; rather, these traits became synonymous with the 

international institutions set up by the West and analogic to the ideas of democratic transition 

and economic integration all around the world. (Ikenberry, 2018, p. 7).  

Thus, as outlined by Philipps and Braun (2020, p. 17), when discussing multilateralism, we 

refer to not only the cooperation carried out between three or more states, but to the fact that 

this cooperation is defined by shared rules and norms, and is, by nature, directed towards a 
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specific goal. Such cooperation may be institutionalized, within for example the UN system, 

but it can also be more informal in nature, exercised via varying coalitions or in cooperation 

with non-state actors. New prefixes have frequently been depicted as adjoint to the concept of 

multilateralism: case-by-case multilateralism, informal multilateralism, effective 

multilateralism, or, for example, functional multilateralism. But these practical prefixes reveal 

precious little about the rules and norms underpinning such cooperative action. 

In a manner, liberalism was embedded as the ‘what’ and the ‘how’ of the international order, 

and thus, of what still today is often envisioned as the qualitative essence of multilateralism 

and the basis for these shared rules and norms. Competition was out, the victor was crowned – 

perhaps most famously by Francis Fukuyama (1989) – and both the international order and the 

concept of multilateralism were caught in a snapshot of their liberal state. For a myriad of 

analysts (see e.g., Gerrits, 2021; Ikenberry, 2018; Ikenberry, 2015; Newman, 2007), this 

snapshot may have perhaps captured multilateralism merely midway of an ongoing 

metamorphosis.  

Fukuyama has not been the only one to predict an ‘end’. Current premonitions on the future, 

or, in fact, the end, of multilateralism are however considerably bleaker for the enthusiasts of 

the liberal order than the victorious finality which Fukuyama seemed to have envisioned. 

Triumph of the liberal order has succumbed to a rhetoric of a liberal international order in 

crisis (see e.g., Flockhart, 2020; Acharya, 2019; Kagan, 2017). Similarly, narrations of a 

multilateralism in a crisis have emerged in the academic as well as the policy sphere. What 

stands out is a palpable anxiety that we are living an end to multilateralism as we are 

accustomed to knowing it, at least in the West. 

2.2. Multilateralism in Practice: The Crisis of Multilateral Cooperation 

Scholarly debate has attempted to untangle the reasons for the perceived decline of 

multilateralism, the erosion of its core principles, and the legitimacy issues facing its 

institutions. While an exhausting display of potential culprits has been identified by different 

academic, think-tank, and policy-making actors, at least some degree of consensus has been 

achieved regarding the developments of the international arena that comprise the tectonic shifts 

impacting current-day multilateral cooperation. Below, I aim to outline the major strains of 

thought presented in academic literature on why multilateralism, or perhaps merely the liberal 

face of it, may be under pressure, or downright crisis. 
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Jones and Malcorra (2020, p. 8) outline an era, extending from 1989 until 2001, when the West 

held near-total dominance over the international system – an era when “the United States, its 

core European allies, and US-aligned western nations, held sway over the governance of the 

Institutions, dominated their finances, selected their leaders, and all but dictated their policy 

choices—and thus dominated the shape of the multilateral order”. In fact, it is legitimate 

enough to argue that during this era there existed an undeniably wide conception on the role of 

national interest, true attention was paid to resolving issues facing developing countries, and a 

discernible humanitarian impulse was weaved into the action of multilateral institutions (Ibid.). 

On the other hand, there is little denying that a great deal of the Western oratory altruism of 

“acting in global interest” benefitted primarily those steering its direction, and left others, most 

of all the developing world, with considerably thinner rewards and little ownership over the 

design of global cooperation.  

Jones and Malcorra describe that this moment of unipolarity was first thrown into disarray by 

9/11 and the events that followed it. Although the tragedy initially perhaps augmented and 

solidified international cooperation, in the form of for example counter-terrorism operations, 

the gradual dawning of the failure of the U.S. in Afghanistan, the repercussions of American 

actions in Iraq, and Bush’s withdrawal from the Kyoto Protocol all accelerated an unease 

regarding the viability of U.S. led multilateral problem-solving. (Ibid., p. 9).  

It is, today, commonplace to trace the malaise of multilateralism to the Trump administration 

era. Indeed, a widely recognized culprit for the current state of multilateralism is the shift of 

balance in power on the international arena, and U.S.’ vacillation and hesitancy over its global 

leadership role can be identified as a prompt part of the crisis.  

The Trump administration did, undoubtedly, assume many fundamentally anti-multilateralist 

positions. Already early on, the administration withdrew from UNESCO; from the UN Human 

Rights Council; and obstructed the functioning of the WTO dispute settlement system. In 2017, 

Washington announced that it would withdraw from the Paris Agreement. The U.S. withdrew 

from the 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty and assumed an ambiguous 

stance on the New START Treaty, in kind, to many, endangering nuclear arms control in the 

long haul. Furthermore, the administration oversaw a myriad of cuts in the funding of 

international organizations. In 2020, the U.S. announced that it would seize funding to the 

World Health Organization (WHO) and withdraw its membership, at a time when the 

COVID-19 pandemic was ravaging the globe. 
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However, as depicted by Jones and Malcorra (Ibid.), shifting U.S. positions have not merely 

been an unfortunate byproduct of the deeds of the Trump administration, but, in fact, reflect a 

much more protracted tendency of U.S. isolationism and go-it-alone foreign policy. The ground 

for such a positioning can be seen to have been laid out already during the Bush and Obama 

years: “Trump’s trade war with China did not initiate the move to unilateralism; he merely 

brought to a climax the retreat from multilateralism that had begun in 2003” (Bello, 2021).  

Perhaps it is fruitful to examine the U.S. retreat not from the aspect of an increasingly would-

be-wallflower hegemon, but rather, from the viewpoint of a fundamental shift in the very nature 

of power relations. According to many in the academic sphere, we are indeed witnessing a new 

era of great power competition – an emergence of an increasingly volatile world stage, 

restlessly occupied by not one, but many political, economic, and normative heavy-weights.  

2.3. Dissecting a Crisis: Competition, Disenchantment, and Complexity as 

Catapults for Change 

Thus, the first element hereby defined to be one of the fundamental phenomena impacting 

multilateralism, is the return of great power competition. The evolving ascendancy of China is 

perhaps the most obvious characteristic to dominate the novel nature of the international arena 

as well as that of multilateral cooperation. What has been referred to as strategic rivalry 

between the U.S. and China continues to touch upon topics ranging from trade, security, and 

conflict, all the way to the use, regulation, and development of emerging technologies and 

artificial intelligence. In fact, the U.S. administration has defined strategic rivalry with China 

as a primary security challenge in 2017. But what must be noted is that “the China challenge” 

has been lamented over already much earlier. 

The United States will respond to the growing political, economic, and military 

competitions we face around the world. China and Russia challenge American 

power, influence, and interests, attempting to erode American security and 

prosperity. They are determined to make economies less free and less fair, to 

grow their militaries, and to control information and data to repress their 

societies and expand their influence. 

(The National Security Strategy of the United States of 

America, December 2017, p. 2) 
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China wants to write the rules for the world’s fastest-growing region. Why 

would we let that happen? We should write those rules.  

(Obama, 2015, in Dobell, 2015) 

Importantly, the mere notion of a U.S. – China trade war does not capture the complex realities 

of the competition between the two giants. The primary divergence taking place between the 

U.S. and China is one of political ideas and norms; a contest between Western-led values, 

which have underpinned multilateralism for decades, and the rise of a powerful non-democratic 

regime, such as that of China, which has the means to offer new ideological frameworks which, 

for example, developing countries may at times see to benefit them and their aspirations better. 

(see e.g. Feng, 2020).  

Russia cannot rival neither the U.S. nor China in political or economic power and influence, 

yet its geopolitical ambitions and conceptions on cooperation alone make it a vital player in 

regard to multilateralism. According to Stronsky and Sokolsky (2020), Russian actions in 

multilateral fora are steered by an enduring vision of a Russian foreign policy which aims to 

challenge the U.S. dominated unipolar order. Russia’s aim is to shift decision-making and 

power further away from the Euro-Atlantic center, and increasingly towards non-Western 

powers, thus providing Russia with room for maneuver as a key Eurasian pole in a system that 

is not so much multilateral as it is multipolar.  

While Russian aggressive actions and the war in Ukraine have unsettled the status quo of 

European security, they have also crystallized and demonstrated specific forms of Kremlin 

engagement with international organizations; an engagement that is directed particularly 

toward those organizations and nations that do not include actors from the Western world. Such 

strategic groupings of cooperation may prove an additional pressure on the primacy of a liberal 

order and the multilateral organizations adhering to it.  

As further pointed out by Stronsky and Sokolsky, Russian conceptions on multilateralism differ 

greatly from those of the West’s – in fact, the Russian language doesn’t even entail a distinct 

translation for the English word of “multilateralism”. The country’s engagement in 

multilateralism is primarily governed by a desire to cement Russian sovereignty, ensure its role 

as a great power, and thus, it eschews Western-dominated structures and institutions which 

could impose restrictive obligations on their members. (Ibid.). 
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Alongside an era of competition, multilateralism faces a second challenge, as particularized in 

this thesis: disenchantment with the legitimacy and achievements of multilateralism. A myriad 

of nationalist and populist leaders and governments all around the world, brandishing popular 

grievances, bolstering a fear of the ‘other’, and emblazoning the primacy of national interest, 

position their calling as antithetical towards globalization, and, by extension, multilateral 

cooperation and institutions. A tendency to bypass or altogether ignore international 

agreements and treaties has surfaced from such states; some treat the obligations interwoven 

into such agreements selectively or in a downright derelict manner. International agreements 

have increasingly been translated into domestic bones of contention, as was the case regarding 

the Global Compact on Migration in 2018. The legitimacy, usefulness, and normative basis of 

various agreements, institutions, and processes defining multilateralism are increasingly being 

called into question by also the very states who, originally, were midwives to their birth during 

the era after the World Wars.  

Amorphous concepts such as multilateralism have repeatedly been deemed as empty and anti-

nationalist by right-wing populists; and, even more acutely, defenders of multilateralism too 

struggle to mobilize multilateral mass support among the people. Nationalist and populist 

leaders and governments have, however, not sprung from a void. They are, in many ways, a 

product of economic factors such as the 2008 recession, measures of austerity, declining trust 

in the international financial system in general, and genuine middle-class disenchantment with 

the distribution of the reaps of globalization. (see e.g. Wright 2021, p. 3–5). Such phenomena 

are, indeed, a byproduct of an increasingly interconnected world, to which multilateralism 

ought to be able to offer countermeasures and balance if the concept wishes to remain relevant 

for the larger audience.  

Questions of identity, experiences of being left behind or ostracized, and societal polarization 

all feed into the very real anxieties which populist actors harness to reach their political goals. 

Furthermore, the omnipresence of information technologies continues to saturate the 

aforementioned anxiety and polarization, whether it be via social media bubbles or malignant 

hybrid influencing. Finally – even given this truly merciless operating terrain – the 

disenchantment regarding multilateralism, is, ultimately, also due to the failures of the 

traditional multilateral institutions themselves. 

Neither the United Nations nor the Bretton Woods institutions have been capable of addressing 

a fundamental flaw within them – that their governance systems are, in many ways, outdated, 
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unrepresentative, and unreactive of current geopolitical realities or global challenges. Obsolete 

governance structures, the election of primarily American or European leaders within the 

institutions, the poor representation of developing countries (especially the continent of 

Africa), and the fact that the United Nations, especially the Security Council, has appeared 

paralyzed on a number of crucial policy fronts, continue to feed into the murmur of criticism 

regarding the legitimacy of the current system itself.  

Finally, I trace the third vast source of impact on the future of multilateralism to be the 

exponentially growing complexity of both issues and actors. In a manner, this last element is a 

hybrid beast that has, at least partly, been generated by the two previous elements, competition 

and globalization, and at times, by disenchantment and disappointment in the legitimacy of the 

current system.  

The growing relevance of non-state actors fractures the splintered terrain of multilateral 

cooperation even further, but also offers novel tools for combatting issues on a more 

inclusionary level. Phenomena such as technology – or, finance, data, ideas, education, 

innovation, you name it – too stand at the uneasy crossroads of competition and globalization. 

Advancing and reaping benefits demands simultaneously their global, and thus “available”, 

nature, but also leaves them at the mercy of the predatory action of the strongest, unless 

regulated multilaterally. Regulatory power may, in fact, prove a crucial topic in determining 

the actors which arise as leaders in novel multilateral arrangements. 

Although it is not erroneous to state that we are experiencing a makeover of multilateralism to 

a certain degree, the mourning over the demise of multilateralism may be premature. The 

concept of multipolarity has often haphazardly been deemed as intrinsically antagonistic to 

multilateralism. New groups of cooperation, case-by-case action, and more informal networks 

of multilateral cooperation, however, entail as much possibilities as they do novel questions. 

While many traditional arrangements, agreements, and institutions are, indeed, under scrutiny, 

other, more informal forms of cooperation are simultaneously evolving. Jokela (2011) has, for 

one, weighed on the potential and difficulties that more informal structures, such as the G20 or 

the G7, may pose for emerging forms of multilateralism.  

Multilateralism has traditionally been described to benefit ‘smaller’ or ‘weaker’ states, as it 

provides a unique setting to be heard over the thundering of great powers; although, it is viable 

that multilateralism essentially benefits large powers too, in the form of accountability and 

transparency. At the same time, such ‘weaker’ states have, from time to time, also sought to 
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construct multilateral coalitions which serve their interests and identities more accurately than 

traditional arrangements (see e.g. Kapoor, 2020). In such a context, BRICS – the constellation 

of Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa – provides an interesting glimpse into one 

way of arranging multilateral cooperation.  

Devastating global events such as the COVID-19 pandemic have demonstrated the double-

edged realities of the international arena: the simultaneous need for coordinated and global 

action, and on the other hand, the immense vulnerability of the global system, as well as the 

backbone reaction of many actors to instinctively turn inward in the face of crisis (see e.g. 

Gupta et al., 2021). The complexity of global challenges such as climate change, migration, or 

new health threats, will continue to test this intersection of global and competitive and the 

reaction nation states opt for when coming face to face with them. At the same time, such 

events can demonstrate effective forms and novel arenas of organizing international 

cooperation, in the benefit of all.  

While we have more issues, more actors, and, perhaps, more multilateralism, in novel and 

differing forms, we stand at a relative loss with the primary ways to deal with and to govern 

such a volatile landscape. Multilateralism, as a mere concept, offers thin advice on this front, 

as the rules and norms underpinning such action are increasingly under debate from a growing 

number of actors, stately or otherwise. New players continue to shape the how of 

multilateralism; and, instead of lamenting the demise of multilateralism, there may be potential 

in allowing the concept to evolve to better meet the aspirations of the world as a whole. At the 

same time, however, it remains pivotal that we guard multilateralism from being deemed a 

mere normative competition ground for great powers and their respective geopolitical dogmas. 

To return to the beginning, the uncomfortable question remains, according to what norms, and 

whose rules, is multilateralism constituted in a competitive world? Is this process of norm-

making a game of survival of the fittest, or, perhaps, the biggest? 

For this reason, in this thesis, we look at the biggest. 
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3. Multilateralism as Meaning-Making: Cases of China and India 
 

3.1. China and India: Norms-Makers of the Emerging Order 

Prognoses on the “decline of the West and the rise of the rest” have injected content to many a 

book and academic debate. A grand narrative of an impending clash of civilizations has 

periodically surfaced in the face of novel challenges rattling the status quo of the international 

arena. In a similarly colloquial manner, it is commonplace to hear the ongoing century being 

depicted as the “Asian century”. After all, if measured in the lifespan of a single observer, the 

development and rise of Asian economies seems an unparalleled and rapid turn away from U.S. 

unipolarity. It indeed is prudent to acknowledge this cardinal change in the modern landscape 

of power, especially when attempting to analyze the future outlooks of the international order 

and the cooperation underpinning it. However, the change in the U.S.’ hegemonic stance is far 

from being a mere product of any individual policy choice or any one rogue government. 

In the forthcoming analysis, I have chosen to examine an array of China’s and India’s foreign 

policy statements, addressing the topic of multilateral cooperation, the future of the 

international system, and the countries’ view on their own rightful place within it. Although an 

abundance of literature on China’s positions regarding the international order has surfaced in 

the past years (see e.g Mazarr et al., 2018; Ikenberry et al., 2015), respective scrutiny on India 

has been more limited, albeit all but non-existent (see e.g. Sidhu et al., 2013). But, to an extent, 

a research gap does exist in analyzing the strategic narratives of China and India and 

illuminating their imaginations of a rightful future world order.  

Aside the mere size of these two countries, both have forged significant economic and political 

partnerships around the globe, and continue on a particularly intent path of expanding South-

South cooperation (for a detailed review, see e.g. Mawdsley, 2019). Both China and India self-

identify as developing countries (Weinhardt, 2020), and thus their positioning equips them with 

a differing departure point for forging partnerships with the vast developing world as compared 

to, say, the Western world. Given the destructive manner in which many Western countries 

have accumulated their wealth, their conceptions of an ideal order may seem hypocritical to 

developing countries, or, the very least, they may seem to lack the personal understanding of 

the true struggle towards prosperity in a modern era. China’s and India’s narratives on 

development and prosperity, and a fairer world promoting such goals, manage to address many 
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woes more convincingly and to tap into the dreams of other developing countries through their 

own narratives of extraordinary achievement. 

Several centuries ago, Asia as a continent, and especially China and India as nations, were 

ahead of the rest of the world in many areas – in power, innovation, and influence – in fact, the 

roles of dominance were flipped only a mere 500 years ago. U.S. unipolarity has been a 

relatively brief moment in political history. Asian economies, primarily China, but also India, 

Korea, Singapore, Thailand, and Indonesia, are rapidly closing in on the political, economic, 

and, at times, even military prowess of Western nations. While many problematic aspects in 

regard to China’s and India’s foreign policy stances absolutely exist, it must be acknowledged 

that many countries may feel allured to opt for the routes to welfare which they champion. It 

seems credible that if the development paths put forth by China or India are embraced in 

developing countries, so will their view on the developments of a vaster world order. 

It is commonplace to view India and China as mere norm-takers in the histories of the liberal 

international order and the institutions underpinning it. Eric Helleiner (2014), however, argues 

that the role of non-Western countries in designing the foundations of the Bretton Woods 

system has been drastically downplayed. Alongside other non-Western countries, China and 

India have played a pivotal role in the creation of the post-war global economic institutions. 

They have been particularly central in strengthening the development role of these institutions 

– a fact that, yet again, enhances their credibility in the eyes of many South-South partners. 

Furthermore, such efforts have been described to have strengthened norms such as anti-

colonialism, self-determination, and non-intervention against superpower rivalry. Such 

principles continue to dictate the tone of China’s and India’s foreign policy documents. 

Crucially, non-Western countries’ contribution in the initial design of the Bretton Woods 

system played a key part in dispersing the normative elements of the liberal order tradition, 

such as capitalism, democracy, and multilateralism, around the globe. While the vocabulary 

may have originally been adopted from the liberal tradition, the travel of these concepts to new 

geographical areas generated regional versions of them and launched a process of constructing 

localized narratives on them. (Acharya, 2018, p. 42).  

Furthermore, cultural norms continue to play a significant role in the formulation of views on 

a desirable world. Countries such as China and India, as colossal nations and enduring cultures, 

play an increasingly important part in how concepts such as multilateralism are understood and 

what norms are connected to them in different regional contexts. In fact, Acharya narrates that 
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the end of history thesis, as depicted by Fukuyama, now faces a frontal challenge, mainly that 

the most rudimentary questions of world politics are open for debate, and that a variety of 

convincing alternative narratives for an ideal world order are put forth from other actors than 

the U.S. and the West. (Ibid., 43). In order to understand the idea of multilateralism on a truly 

global level, we cannot succumb to examining the concept merely via a Western lens. 

Today, China and India, as well as other emerging powers, are deeply involved with the 

workings of global and regional multilateral structures. Their statures, however, differ greatly: 

while China is traditionally more revisionist, India’s positions, while not conformist per se, are 

best described as adaptive. However, both eagerly depict themselves as fundamentally 

multilateralist actors. Kupchan (2012, p. 85–90) articulates that while rising powers, such as 

China and India, have indeed benefitted from the liberal hegemonic order, it would be 

erroneous to simply assume that they would continue to unequivocally support the norms and 

institutions underpinning it. While they may not push to overthrow the system, they may seek 

to modify the rules and norms defining that order.  

Most fundamentally, Kupchan states that rising powers are unlikely to commit themselves to 

Western conceptions of an appropriate path to modernity (Ibid.). Their unique environments 

entailing political, demographic, topographic, and socioeconomic conditions, are likely to lead 

to varying conceptions on modernity, divergent from the ones the West offers, and thus, also 

to novel narratives on how best to organize the international order of the twenty-first century.  

Recent events provide a uniquely illustrative example of the significance of China and India in 

the international realm. Russia’s act of war in Ukraine in February 2022 sparked massive 

condemnation across the globe, with Western nations imposing colossal sanctions on Russia in 

an effort to bring an end to the unprovoked breach of Ukrainian sovereignty. As a 

countermeasure, Russia is actively turning toward its Asian partners, namely China and India, 

to circumvent the economic havoc created by the blockage of doing business with the West 

(see e.g., Ellyatt, 2022). Indeed, China and India are colossal buyers of Russian oil and gas, but 

simultaneously winning their support holds vaster meaning regarding the appropriate 

operations of international law. In fact, both the West and Russia are scrambling to acquire 

China’s and India’s support; yet both countries have remained remarkably wary of either fully 

supporting or condemning Russia’s actions. 

Led by India, these non-aligned states–including Brazil, Saudi Arabia, South 

Africa and the UAE–will do their utmost to avoid picking sides while seeking 
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to benefit from their apparent neutrality. We believe that a significant share of 

these countries would align with Russia if tensions were to escalate. 

--another 32% of the world’s population lives in a country where the 

government has supported Russia’s actions or where official declarations have 

echoed Russia’s narrative, including by avoiding calling the war an “invasion”. 

Led by China, in the long-term these countries will try to benefit from closer 

ties to an anti-Western bloc, further reinforcing a split in the global economic 

and geopolitical landscape. 

(Economist Intelligence Unit 2022) 

Decisions made by China and India in the upcoming months could have vast implications for 

their reputation as multilateral actors. Both defend sovereignty as a fundamental building block 

of international relations – yet, China, at least, will remain hesitant to back the West on the 

expense of Russia. India, too, with its policy of multialignment, is in a cumbersome situation, 

where ‘taking sides’ could gnaw on their traditional foreign policy positions, as well as injure 

their long-standing history of economic and strategic ties to Russia (see e.g. Sen, 2022).   

The demur in taking a stance on the war demonstrates acutely some of the key contradictions 

that can speedily materialize between even individual countries’ values and their actual 

geopolitical interests. For China and India, the current situation has raised uncomfortable 

questions on the countries’ understandings on international law, sovereignty, and cooperation. 

Simultaneously, the situation also demonstrates the heavy influence China and India possess, 

for their decisions on the topic could very well shift the conflict to either of two directions.  

3.2. China Rising: Contributing or Competing for a New Order 

In the wake of the U.S. exhibiting signs of retreat from being a global leader and torchbearer 

of multilateral cooperation, China, on the other hand, has increasingly showcased itself as a 

multilateral actor, striving to fill the power void left behind by the United States. China has 

committed itself to being a global power, fundamentally leading and shaping the nature of 

international politics, by 2049 (Mauldin, 2022), and Beijing has taken significant leaps in 

bolstering its influence within various international institutions, particularly within the United 

Nations (Feltman, 2020). 

Given the unique scope of Chinese history and political heritage, Chinese foreign policy too 

could be recounted from the dawn of civilizational history. However, a feasible basis to begin 
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an exploration to current Chinese visions on a desired international order, and China’s 

appropriate place in it, is the Marxist Leninist vision of Mao Zedong, which eventually evolved 

into an independent theoretical system, Maoism.  

Mao constructed an idea which mirrored a “democratic dictatorship” – a composition of 

revolutionary classes made up of workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie, and national 

bourgeoisie, thus adding the last class of national bourgeoisie to the underlying Leninist vision 

of power belonging to workers and peasants. Maoism, thus, contributed to interpretations on 

Communism, and expanded the worldwide network of Communist rule significantly. Mao’s 

thought envisioned a Chinese revolution, balanced between two elemental stages, the 

democratic and the socialist, and provided a novel guide to Chinese day-to-day life as deemed 

by Maoist thought. As further worded by Chai and Chai (2017, p. 26–27), after Mao’s death, 

the Chinese Communist Party perceived the leader to have made some particular, grave 

mistakes, vastest of them being the tragedy of the Cultural Revolution in 1966.  

Following the death of Mao in 1976, the new leader, Deng Xiaoping, reversed some of what 

were viewed as Mao’s most extreme policies. Albeit an immensely powerful head of state, 

Deng, however, did not necessarily act as a dictator, but, rather, established a Party-elite driven 

consensus-model to decision-making. Simultaneously, Deng was composing his own ideology, 

by the name “socialism with Chinese characteristics” (jianshe you zhongguo tese de she hui 

zhu yi 建设有中國特色的社會主义). (Ibid.). Boer (2021, p. 25) argues that a central guiding 

principle to Deng’s launch of what is known as “the Reform and the Opening-Up”, which 

would ultimately lead China to be embedded into the global economy in unprecedented ways, 

was the particular vision of ‘liberating thought”. Such a concept presented Marxism not as a 

dogma as such, but rather a guide to action and a framework through which China could 

construct a prosperous and an internationally powerful socialist nation.  

Due to the growth of China’s political, economic, and ideological weight on the international 

arena, various components of Chinese foreign policy, principles, values, and institutions, have 

increasingly been seeped into the countries’ perceptions on a desirable future world order. 

Deng Xiaoping’s reign was a crucial signpost in transforming a China, which was previously 

a relatively weak actor in international economic affairs, into a nation that could rival the long-

standing hegemonic order led by the U.S. (Moore, 2017, p. 5). However, China’s statements 

have consistently asserted that China, in fact, is in no pursuit of hegemony – rather, China 
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effectively juxtaposes its foreign policy stance to be benevolent and peaceful, especially 

compared to the bullying and hegemonic ways of Western societies (Kallio, 2015, p. 90–91).  

Similar aspirations have been interwoven into a phrase put forth already by Hu Jintao, 

emphasizing a view on international politics as a composition of “human beings sharing a 

community of common destiny” (Lina & Kun, 2016, p. 83). Ultimately, the statement 

emphasizes the power of global interdependencies and calls for “a harmonious world of 

enduring peace and common prosperity”, while highlighting the topics of global equality, 

respect for sovereignty, and opposition to hegemony and interference into the issues of 

sovereign nations (Zhang, 2018). This nebulous rhetoric of a benevolent China, simply offering 

an alternative to a hegemonic and rapacious tradition of Western dominance, has only been 

further built upon in the past years, under the leadership of Xi Jinping.  

In 2021, Xi Jinping delivered a speech at the World Economic Forum’s annual Davos meeting, 

describing multilateralism as the “torch that will illuminate humanity’s way forward” (Xi, 

2021). Undoubtedly, similar appeals could be imagined to be delivered by a myriad of other 

heads of state, from nearly anywhere in the world. However, Xi’s perception on multilateralism 

had several unique characteristics to it, and even in practice, he referred to his proposition as 

“multilateralism with Chinese characteristics”, echoing Deng Xiaoping’s rhetoric on 

“socialism with Chinese characteristics”. Xi Jinping elaborated how “each country is unique 

with its own history, culture, and social system, and none is superior to the other”, and put forth 

an appeal to “restrain from meddling in sovereign countries’ affairs”. (Tran, 2021).  

Modern-day China’s posture regarding the UN and multilateralism has thus evolved 

dramatically over the past eighty years and entails a distinct worldview operating behind it. 

Illustratively, in 1965, Beijing portrayed the UN as a “dirty international political stock 

exchange in the grip of a few big powers”. In 2005, it depicted the institution as the “most 

universal, representative, authoritative intergovernmental international organization… the best 

venue to practice multilateralism, and an effective platform for collective actions to cope with 

various threats and challenges” (Foot, 2020, p. 1). Such discrepancy in attitude may capture 

the evolution of the Chinese positions on international cooperation the most accurately. 

By 2020, four out of the fifteen U.N. specialized agencies were headed by Chinese nationals: 

the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the International Civil Aviation Organization 

(ICAO), the International Telecommunications Union (ITU), and the United Nations Industrial 
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Development Organization (UNIDO) (Feltman, 2020, p. 1). Even more pivotally, China has 

continued to embed its own normative stances into the workings of traditional multilateral 

institutions (Stephen 2021, p. 810–813). Experts of human rights policy have expressed 

concern over the fact that China’s normative influence in such institutions has led topics, such 

as the universality of human rights, to be overshadowed by topics better suited for Chinese 

interests, such as the primacy of sovereignty and territorial integrity. (see e.g. Brooks, 2018).  

Furthermore, China is putting forth what is seen as systemic competition to the current 

multilateral order, in the form of what are often referred to as parallel institutions. Examples of 

such are the Asian Development and Infrastructure Bank (AIIB), the Shanghai Cooperation 

Organization (SCO), and, perhaps most constitutively, the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), 

which, to some interpreters, quintessentially captures China’s growing appetite to construc t 

a rival political and economic world order, while also serving as an instrument of an 

increasingly belligerent Chinese foreign policy (Philipps & Braun, 2020). Such parallel 

initiatives have been referred to by some as potentially complimentary to the multilateral 

framework, and by others as clandestine “shadow institutions”, challenging the current 

international order and the norms underpinning it (Stephen, 2021, p. 809). 

As unsettling as the novel assertive take on international relations exhibited by China may be 

to many, it remains simplistic and unwise to long for a fully contrary reality. Given the 

substantive power and influence China holds at the international stage, impactful global action, 

which would totally exclude the giant, seems unviable. An engaged China is in the benefit of 

change, be it good or bad, but change without China most likely cannot be achieved, whether 

we speak of environmental protection, global health, or climate action.  

Great power competition, especially between China and the U.S., thus perhaps unsettles the 

status quo, but it does not necessarily lead to the inescapable demise of multilateral cooperation 

as such. What matters more is what the cooperation is aimed towards and what rules that 

cooperation adheres to.  

3.3. India Shining: Towards New Forms of Multialignment 

While a growing interest has surfaced in regard to China’s positions on the global order and 

multilateral cooperation, the international arena is defined by the emergence of various other 

actors as well. One of the most pivotal of such is India, often looked toward as a potential 

democratic ally for the West, but also a vast nation with regional and international normative 
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power on its own right. The past few decades have fundamentally broadened India’s economic 

and political clout, and thus, the norms and principles guiding its foreign policy and its views 

on an emerging world order should be scrutinized with corresponding zeal. 

Indian foreign policy has been depicted to have passed through multiple stages since the 

country’s independence. Hall (2016, p. 2) describes the first stage, an era extending from 

independence in 1947 to the border war with China in 1962, to have been defined by a general 

pursuit of non-alignment. India’s first Prime Minister, Jawaharlal Nehru, saw India to be too 

frail to shape the directions of the Cold War and that it would best serve its interests via a 

strategy of equidistance from superpowers altogether. This era was further defined by 

adherence to the principles of the U.N., avoidance of alliances and integration to U.S.-led 

global market, and an active engagement in normative debates focused on themes such as 

disarmament, decolonialization, as well as international and intra-state conflict. 

From the early 1960’s to the end of the Cold War, India adopted a more assertive stance towards 

its neighbors and the West. Indira Gandhi’s India faced an intimidating international 

environment where India’s stature was generally low in the hierarchy of states. Rather than 

following a Nehruvian strand of an idealistic, liberal, and normative approach to foreign policy, 

Indira Gandhi pursued a more realistic, to some even realpolitik, stance to foreign affairs 

(Mansingh, 2015, p. 1–3). To avoid dependence on Western or emerging powers, India pursued 

a strategy of self-reliance, and while the country maintained an interest toward normative 

international issues, its thematic was increasingly shifted toward issues such as economic 

justice for developing countries. India’s foreign policy stance was depicted to have maneuvered 

towards increased strategic autonomy – albeit, especially in the West, this image of neutrality 

and self-dependence was to an extent annulled by India’s formal alignment agreement with the 

Soviet Union. (Hall, 2016, p. 2–3; Narlikar, 2013, p. 599). 

The Indian position after the Cold War was labeled by incremental adjustment to the new order 

rather than a revolutionary transformation; unlike, for example, Deng Xiaoping of China, 

Indian leaders avoided carving out any novel set of national or international objectives but, 

rather, stuck themselves to previous legacy. The fall of the Soviet Union, although freeing India 

to reexamine its relationships with major powers more fluidly, did not lead the country to 

abandon relations to post-Soviet Russia. Simultaneously, however, India’s ties to the West 

deepened, although the country still exhibited wariness towards the idea of a unipolar world. 

(Mohan, 2015, p. 1–3).   
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The abandonment of the Non-Aligned Movement led India to increasingly emphasize an 

institutionalized, classic multilateralism at the global level, while also elongating India’s 

capabilities to further its own regional interests with as little interference as possible from major 

powers. By sculpting its previous policy of nonalignment towards an idea of strategic 

autonomy, India aimed to secure its capacity to maneuver on the international stage. (Chandra, 

2017, p. 103–104). Between 1991 and the mid-2000’s, India focused on a strategy aiming to 

reform and open up the Indian economy in order to attract foreign trade and investment; a 

‘Look East’ policy was hoped to generate finance and know-how and to boost trade; the country 

developed a full nuclear deterrent in the face of the rapid economic rise of China; at the same 

time, ties toward the U.S. became increasingly close. (Hall, 2016, p. 4–7). 

A position of multialignment was brought to a primary form between 2004 and 2014, during 

Prime Minister Singh’s leadership. It was a means to accelerate India’s economic development, 

address pivotal security challenges (especially those posed by a rising China), augment India’s 

engagement and leadership role in various regional institutions, and allow India to formulate 

its own values on foreign policy without excessively adhering to Western principles. During 

Congress rule, before 2014, some in the academic sphere depicted Indian foreign policy to lack 

direction or strategy; that its foreign policy priorities were loosely defined and its ambitions 

haphazard. However, the drift from non-alignment to multialignment can be viewed as a crucial 

turning point to Indian foreign policy, as well as a key element to Prime Minister Modi’s 

particular foreign policy stance. (Hall 2016, p. 9).  

In 2014, Narendra Modi and his Bharatiya Janata Party catapulted to a historical electoral win, 

winning a majority in the Lok Sabha (the lower house of the Indian parliament). The Bharatiya 

Janata Party’s era was ignited into existence by a dexterous combination of apt social media 

campaigns, promises on previously unseen levels of development, and, especially, on Modi’s 

personal image as a stronghold leader shepherding India toward the fruits of prosperity. Modi’s 

political profile too, or perhaps particularly, is an adroit amalgamate of modernity and 

traditionality: he presents himself as a technologically savvy torchbearer of the 21st century, 

while, simultaneously, he professes to traditional values and a carefully crafted political 

identity of an aam aadmi (आम आदमी)1, common man, springing to success and glory from 

humble origins (see e.g. Chakravatty & Roy, 2015). Modi, declared a populist by most and an 

autocrat in the making by many, has carved a crucial fissure into how secularism and religion 

 
1 The Hindi transcriptions are my own, and any fault recognized in them is fully mine. 
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interact in Indian politics and how domestic and international ambition are fused into the 

current-day foreign policy thinking of India (see e.g. Chatterji et al., 2019; Jaffrelot, 2015).  

The actions of PM Modi and the BJP government have sparked alarm regarding the treatment 

of minorities and indications of democratic backsliding (see e.g. Wojczewski, 2020, p. 414; 

Jaffrelot, 2021). The ideology churning behind the BJP is that of a conservative cultural 

movement, Hindutva (ह िंदुत्व), aiming to erect a nation rooted in Hindu values, a hindu rashtra 

(ह िंदू राष्ट्र ). Hindutva refers to a concept derived from the 1923 oeuvre of V.D. Savarkar, 

depicting a monolith cultural way of life founded on the tenets of Hinduism.  

Although PM Modi and the BJP have attempted to efface some the most radical views from 

their everyday politics, the exclusionary Hindutva ideology is a major force and motivation 

behind the ruling government’s action. Those who fall outside the rigid definition of ‘Indian’, 

especially Muslims, but also West-minded intelligentsia, are considered foreigners and 

viperous ‘others’ (Jaffrelot, 2021). India, under the reign of Modi, is gradually evolving into a 

country of majoritarian religious nationalism, marked by the rewriting of history, shrinking 

freedom of press, compromised institutions, and frequent occurrences of minority violence. 

(Chatterji et al., 2019, p. 13, 22).  

During Congress-led governments, Indian foreign policy was steered by secular, redistributive, 

populist policies, as well as a general contraposition vis á vis Eurocentrism, rooted in a mistrust 

generated from the agonizing legacy of the British Empire. This mistrust did not evaporate 

come Modi’s reign, although initially many considered Modi a more proactive and pragmatic 

foreign policy actor as per compared to his predecessor, PM Singh. Modi attended an array of 

high-level summits, established relations with his counterparts all over the world, as well as 

within South Asia, proclaimed to construct better ties with India’s neighborhood, and 

committed to playing a major part in the security infrastructure of the Indian Ocean. (Kinnvall 

& Svensson, 2021, p. 193). Furthermore, the Modi government pledged to return Indian foreign 

policy more in tune with Indian tradition and to restore the country’s rightful place in the 

international order.  

The view on Modi as a pragmatic reformer to previously hollow Indian foreign policy tradition 

has, however, to some extent ceded in the increasingly bellicose face of Hindu nationalism. 

The Gujarat pogroms of 2002; the Citizenship Amendment Act (CAA) of 2019; the revocation 

of Article 370 and Article 35A all represent deeds which have fundamentally altered the 

international image of India. Although nominally domestic issues, the rationale for the 
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atrocities has frequently been communicated as a “pursuit of peace and development” which, 

in turn and over time, is narrated as an internal attempt to construct an internationally potent 

India.  

Kinnvall and Svensson (Ibid.), in fact, argue that this narrative on peace and development is 

linked to the narrative of a “rising India”, of India as “the world’s largest democracy”, and 

reflective of a narrative corresponding to the renderings of “Indian exceptionalism”. In this 

framework, India’s foreign policy under PM Modi continues to reflect an idea of India’s 

exceptional position, huddled between great powers, aiming to reawaken its identity as a grand 

civilization, founded on innate peacefulness. These civilizational virtues are by extension 

molding Indian domestic policy, and domestic policy is in turn sculpting foreign policy, in line 

with Hindutva aspirations, and in rhyme with a domestic tone where seemingly noble ends 

keep justifying the means. 
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4. Method and materials: Strategic Narratives in Qualitative 

Foreign Policy Analysis 

4.1. Power of Concepts, Norms and Meanings in Foreign Policy 

Previously, this thesis has articulated how many of us have grown accustomed to understanding 

the normative essence of multilateralism to lie in liberal thought. These norms, we often 

envision, are exercised through primarily Western-dominated institutions and organizations. 

At the same time, a myriad of phenomena is exerting pressure on these institutions and the 

norms underpinning them. The rise of China as a global superpower has brought forth new 

normative and ideological concepts which, to many actors, may at times seem more alluring 

and beneficial than the Western ones. Other emerging powers, such as India, are gaining 

increasing salience on the international arena, and they too introduce novel ideas on how 

international cooperation is, in their view, best exercised.  

There undoubtedly exists consensus that we are living in an era of change; the exact nature and 

desirable implications of that change, however, remain contested. I argue that this contestation 

over an idea of a new era, is, in itself, a powerful catalyst for actual change.  

When deciphering emerging norms and ideas modifying multilateral cooperation and its future, 

this thesis commences from the baseline assumption that ideas and expectations have actual 

power to impact reality, and hence also foreign policy. Thus, I embark on my analysis from the 

point of social constructivism: “the view that the manner in which the material world shapes 

and is shaped by human action and interaction depends on dynamic normative and epistemic 

interpretations of the material world” (Adler, 1998, p. 322). Collective comprehensions on 

reality, or how reality ought to be, steer the manner in which actors utilize their power and their 

material abilities. Humans, institutions, systems, do not function independently from their 

social environment and the shared meanings they have created, but, in fact, these processes of 

meaning-making can construct and direct reality. Furthermore, identities and interests are a 

powerful force sculpting action. Identities represent the actor’s view on who they are, which, 

in turn, steers their interests, and, by extension, real-life action. (Theys, 2017, p. 37–38).  

As stated by Risse (2007, p. 2), constructivism does not offer a comprehensive theory per se 

through which to examine a single concept, such as that of multilateralism. However, it often 

offers a lens through which particular, otherwise possibly sidelined, research questions may 

emerge as salient. Social constructivism, in summary, draws attention to the role of norms, 
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values, institutions, ideas, identities, and cultural contexts in social analysis, and the power 

these processes exert on reality (Baldwin, 2016, p. 143). Via a constructivist approach, one can 

hammer out certain fissures into the glazing of what could be referred to as ‘taken-for-

grantedness’ – that even obvious statements are often, on some level, constructed upon less 

objective assumptions, rooted in the potent forces of values and identity. 

If ideas, concepts, and words are fundamental to both imaginations and, as follows, to practices 

of reality, what is the power enclosed to the use of a specific concept? As worded by Ish-

Shalom (2021, p. 8), “politics involves a constant effort to conceptualize political concepts and 

attach them with meanings; -- attaching meanings to concepts is not a neutral act, as it commits 

them and renders them useful vehicles of persuasion”. Hence, the use of specific concepts and 

the act of marrying these concepts with further meanings and connotations has potential to 

translate into persuasive political power. Concepts are, furthermore, reshaped through their use 

in particular sociopolitical contexts; and, importantly, their meaning can change when they 

travel and become used in novel environments. This change may be organic by nature, but it 

can also be strategic, utilized to legitimize policy – especially if they are used either in a 

deliberately narrow manner, or, in turn, so fuzzily that their content can be reimagined nigh 

endlessly (Wilkens & Kessler, 2021).   

Does multilateralism, then, as a mere concept, entail persuasive power? It could well be argued 

that a state referring to itself as a ‘multilateral actor’ indeed manages to present itself as 

committed to an idea of cooperation, perhaps even at the expense of an idea of self-interest, 

without ever directly committing itself any actual relinquishment of self-interest. Such 

intentional fuzziness may, in fact, prove a valuable form of power, when convincing other 

actors that one is indeed a cooperative friend, not a combative foe. 

I argue that the ambiguity of the concept of multilateralism generates a vacuum which enables 

actors to rather effortlessly attach new meanings, principles, and norms to it. In brief, norms 

can be described as standards of appropriate behavior for actors with a given identity – yet, as 

argued by Finnemore and Sikkink (1998, p. 891, 893–895), we instantly, and importantly for 

this thesis, encounter the question of how many actors must adhere to such a standard for it to 

become a shared norm. The evolution of norms, as defined by Finnemore and Sikkink (Ibid., 

p. 895) can be described as a “norm life cycle”. At the far end of such a process, norm 

internationalization may take place; thus, deeming the norms into a state of, indeed, taken-for-

grantedness, distancing them from broad public or analytical debate.  
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In the field of foreign policy studies, an assumption holds that even if we speak the same 

language, even if we rationally understand the meaning of concepts or words, a word or a 

concept in itself always provides insufficient information about its meaning. Associative 

connotations, context, and human experience all steer our reaction to and interpretation of a 

concept. (Wiener, 2009, p. 178–179).  

Attaching strategically worded principles, such as the Chinese “win-win cooperation”, to the 

concept of multilateralism, is in itself an act of power. The prefix, after all, entails associations 

to ‘another multilateralism’, which, by nature, has not been win-win; and thus, a dichotomy 

appears. Furthermore, actors can choose to call attention to certain existing norms or principles 

while downplaying others – for example by highlighting the primacy of state sovereignty, and 

staying mum about others, such as human rights, should such a prioritization better suit their 

policy interests.  

I wish to draw attention to another element to constructed realities, mainly, the intentionality 

of that act of construction. The analyzed documents consist of government white papers and 

speeches, aimed at foreign audiences and the international community. Hence, we can 

reasonably argue that the contents of these documents are carefully drafted, scrutinized, and 

honed by official actors. Thus, I examine the materials through the concept of a strategic 

narratives, put forth by Miskimmon et al. (2013, p. 2): “the means for political actors to 

construct a shared meaning of the past, present, and future of international politics to shape the 

behavior of domestic and international actors.”  

Such tools equip actors to envisage identities according to their political aims, as well as 

provide them with an outlet of proposing what kind of an order would be desirable for a nation 

with a given identity. These choices are not subconscious but, rather, are carefully selected to 

produce a weighed image on the state as both a domestic and an international actor. Strategic 

narratives “integrate interests and goals—they articulate end states and suggest how to get 

there” (Ibid., p. 5), as well as provide a crucial viewpoint into how communication and power 

align (Miskimmon et al., 2017, p. 1). Closely linked to Nye’s description of soft power, such 

strategic narratives give a particular political actor “the ability to affect others through the co-

optive means of framing the agenda, persuading, and eliciting positive attraction in order to 

obtain preferred outcomes” (2013, p. 565).  

Thus, although the meaning-making of the concept of multilateralism takes place on several 

levels, the lens of strategic narratives is the most illuminating one through which to examine 
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China’s and India’s portrayal of themselves as multilateral actors. Such authority and 

intentionality over the evolution of a concept provides the actor with immense persuasive and 

political power. Dissecting this intentionality can, I believe, reveal novel characteristics to 

catch-all concepts of foreign policy, such as that of multilateral cooperation, and help us 

understand the power processes giving shape to it in more nuance. 

4.2. Method of Analysis: Comprehending the Qualitative Method  

Qualitative research, as a method, involves an interpretative, naturalistic approach toward the 

analyzed research material. As opposed to quantitative research as a method – albeit the two 

need not be mutually exclusive – qualitative research can, at times, provide access to more 

nuanced, descriptive, and hidden aspects of a given piece of text. (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011, p. 

8). Qualitative research can be delivered, for example, in the form of a description of given 

content, the identification of key themes or categories in the content, or, among others, through 

conceptualizing content emerging from the text. (Drisko & Maschi, 2016, p. 85). 

Qualitative research and its potential cannot be captured via a single, rigid definition, for the 

methods of approach and analysis vary to considerable extent. However, characteristic traits 

have been identified by Vuori (2022), who argues qualitative research to be defined by the 

following traits: skepticism towards taken-for-grantedness; the use of qualitative material; the 

analysis of unstructured and natural material; the commitment to in-depth scrutiny; the focus 

on action; the appreciation of subjectivity; the emphasis on the potency of meanings and 

interpretations; reflection on the position of the researcher themself; the capacity to endure 

complexity; asking questions of why and how; and a generally analysis-driven approach to 

research.  

Document analysis, as a strand of qualitative research, constitutes a systematic procedure of 

reviewing or evaluating a particular piece or a collection of pieces of text. In line with the 

principles of the qualitative method, the aim is to identify meanings, gain understanding, and 

develop knowledge, through a systematic process of finding, selecting, making sense of, and 

synthesizing data found in the utilized documents. Results may be organized, for example into 

major themes or categories, among other possibilities. (Lambuschagne 2003, p. 101).  

Documents – importantly, as argued by Karppinen and Moe (2012, p. 14) – are no mere 

instrumental tools, but the ideas and values conveyed in them impact policy as well as mold 

various actors’ conceptions on their respective interests. Albeit the information collected from 
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documents may be partial at points, they can illuminate the process of how political definitions 

and meanings come into being.  

Documents can, obviously, be analyzed quantitatively, as well. However, when analyzing 

policy documents aiming to persuade, qualitative methods compliment my research better. The 

strategic use of concepts may not manifest in the sheer number of mentions of particular words 

or concepts, but more often than not, they are interwoven into suggestive phrases, strategic 

prefixes, or implied connotations and connections, aimed at specific audiences. A multi-

method approach would be highly beneficial for the research on multilateralism, but as my own 

strengths lie within qualitative analysis, I have opted to limit my research to this approach. 

4.3. Materials: China’s and India’s Foreign Policy Documents on Multilateralism 

In the following analysis, my aim is to examine the strategic use of concepts, prefixes, and 

connotations utilized in connection to the concept of multilateral cooperation, as presented in 

the foreign policy statements, speeches, and white papers of the governments of China and 

India. My main interest is summarized in the following research questions:  

• How are the concepts of international order and multilateral cooperation 

described in foreign policy statements delivered by China and India? 

• What kind of values or norms emerge as salient for China’s and India’s strategic 

narratives on multilateralism and the international order? 

• How are these values and norms connected to the China’s and India’s historical 

narratives of themselves on the international arena? 

While I wish to primarily analyze the ideas and norms interwoven in China’s and India’s 

foreign policy narratives on multilateralism, I find it important to include the final research 

question in the scope of this study, as well. If there is one trait that my case examples share, it 

is their position and self-image as ancient and glorious civilizations entering a new dawn, after 

an era of humiliation. Furthermore, both countries currently have strongman leaders who 

exercise nationalistic and exceptionalist rhetoric, both in their foreign and domestic policy, and 

eagerly reflect on history as a part of this narrative. As India and China emerge as not merely 

the ‘powerhouses’ of the world, but as alternative norm-makers to a Western-dominated order, 

it remains important to understand how the narrative of future glory is, in part, complimented 

by a narrative of past humiliation.  
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In the case of China, I will be examining six pieces of text.  I have selected these given pieces 

due to either their foreign policy authority, due to their presentation at key fora or events, or 

due to their direct connection to the topics of multilateral cooperation or the future of the 

international order. Most of the documents have no page numbers available. When translated 

into Microsoft Word, however, the selected pieces range between 4 and 74 pages in length. 

The chosen documents have all been published between the years 2019 and 2022.  

• White Paper: China and the World in the New Era (2019, September 27). 

Issued by the State Council Information Office of the People's Republic of 

China. (46 pages).  

• White Paper: China’s International Development Cooperation in the New Era 

(2021, January 10). Issued by the State Council Information Office of the 

People’s Republic of China (74 pages). 

• Let the Torch of Multilateralism Light up Humanity's Way Forward (2021, 

January 25). Special Address by H.E. Xi Jinping, President of the People's 

Republic of China. At the World Economic Forum Virtual Event of the Davos 

Agenda. (5 pages).  

• Pulling Together Through Adversity and Toward a Shared Future for All 

(2021, April 20). Keynote Speech by H.E. Xi Jinping, President of the People's 

Republic of China. At the Boao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2021. (5 

pages). 

• White Paper: China’s Epic Journey from Poverty to Prosperity (2021, 

September 28). Issued by the State Council Information Office of the People’s 

Republic of China. (64 pages).  

• Forge Ahead with Confidence and Fortitude to Jointly Create a Better Post-

COVID World (2022, January 17). Special Address by H.E. Xi Jinping, 

President of the People's Republic of China. At the 2022 World Economic 

Forum Virtual Session. (7 pages).  

For my analysis on India’s narratives on multilateralism and the future of the international 

order, I have selected seven pieces of text which have been published between the years 2015 

and 2022. The individual documents range between 4 and 45 pages in length, as per translated 

to Microsoft Word. However, what must be noted regarding India’s documents, as compared 

to China’s ones, is that many of the speeches and statements deal simultaneously with both 
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domestic and foreign policy issues. Thus, I have primarily chosen texts which deal directly 

with the concept of multilateral cooperation or, alternatively, with a “rising India” rhetoric.  

• Bharatiya Janata Party Foreign Policy Statement (2015, April 3). Resolution 1 

for Foreign Policy. (10 pages).  

• Inaugural Address in Raisina Dialogue (2017, January 17). By Shri Narendra 

Modi, Hon. Prime Minister of India. (7 pages).  

• Creating a Shared Future in a Fractured Word (2018, January 23). Shri Narendra 

Modi, Hon. Prime Minister of India, Statement in the World Economic Forum. 

(9 pages).  

• Bharatiya Janata Party Manifesto 2019 (2019). Bharatiya Janata Party Sankalp 

Patra. The Bharatiya Janata Party Resolution Manifesto. (45 pages).  

• English translation of Prime Minister's address at 75th United Nations General 

Assembly (2020, September 26). Shri Narendra Modi, Hon. Prime Minister of 

India. (4 pages).  

• 'State of the World' address (2022, January 17). Address of Shri Narendra Modi, 

Hon. Prime Minister of India. World Economic Forum, Davos Summit. (4 pages).  

• English rendering of PM’s reply to the Motion of Thanks on President's address 

in Lok Sabha (2022, February 7). Shri Narendra Modi, Hon. Prime Minister of 

India (20 pages).  

When embarking on the analysis of the selected white papers and speeches, I have initially 

gone the material through repeatedly in order to distinguish emerging and recurring concepts, 

themes, and, ultimately, narratives. My analysis has thus been inductive by nature; hence, no 

preconceived categories were drafted, or a particular categorization applied, before repeated 

and iterative engagement with the analyzed material. As my analysis touches upon several 

topics – the concept of multilateralism, visions of a future international order, and the foreign 

policy narratives of China and India – an inductive method was selected as the most viable to 

reveal novel connections between the individual themes. 

Thus, my primary observations were made through identifying reoccurring concepts which 

conversed with my posed research questions. Many of these concepts related to either the 

countries’ self-image on the international arena (e.g. civilization, ‘rising’, history, humiliation, 

trauma, achievement, glory, etc.) or concepts depicting the characteristics of multilateralism or 

the international order (e.g. harmony, win-win, justice, equality, legitimate, hegemony, 
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oppression, foreign rule etc.). Subsequently, I have arranged my findings according to whether 

the concepts aim to 1) describe a narrative on the legitimate role of China and India on the 

global stage 2) describe the composition, hindrances, or dilemmas of the current order, or 3) 

envisage the desirable characteristics of a novel, emerging order.  

I have, simultaneously, cataloged key conceptual juxtapositions extractable from the material 

(e.g, multilateralism vs. hegemony, sovereignty vs. “meddling”, colonialism vs. civilizations). 

At times, these juxtapositions may not have been worded as directly antithetical, but the 

dichotomy is heavily implied in the materials, especially when examined as a whole. On the 

basis of this systematic engagement with the material, I have identified three prevalent strategic 

narratives, respectively for both cases.  

Naturally, many further narratives could have been identified, to a relatively convincing extent, 

but I have chosen to include only the most systematically reoccurring ones which are, also, the 

most eminently supported by the analyzed material as a whole. Finally, I have extracted and 

included the most descriptive quotations in my final analysis, depicting the identified narratives 

as concisely as possible. However, it must be stated, that these narratives, albeit heavily 

supported by the analyzed material, are ultimately my subjective reconstructions, and another 

researcher could have very well found varying or even additional narratives in the material.  

4.4. Limitations of Analysis 

The aim of this thesis is, in no way, to provide an iron-clad explanation about the international 

system or its future pathways – such aspirations are hopelessly beyond the scope of this paper. 

However, I hope to unveil novel perspectives and patterns which, with the growing weight of 

China and India as normative actors on the international arena, may become considerable 

norm-competitors to the liberal international order and multilateralism adhering to it.  

First, I wish to address the most evident limitation within this study. China and India, while 

both vast and powerful international actors, are not similar or directly comparable cases, at all. 

Both countries manifest profound and unique political and societal histories. The aim of this 

thesis is merely to provide a glimpse into two massive actors whose main similarity lies within 

their own view of themselves as major players in the future international system. India and 

China carry resemblance to each other most of all in the context of a fierce will for development 

and a vision of a world where their ideas hold greater sway than they have in the past. 
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Second, the material I have examined is not directly comparable. While China has produced 

an array of governmental white papers regarding the direction of the international system, India 

has no such documents available from recent years. Furthermore, the speeches analyzed from 

both countries have been delivered partially in arenas of differing authority. In fact, there may 

even be significant difference in whether a speech concerning the future of the world, delivered 

at, let’s say, Davos, is presented by Xi Jinping or Narendra Modi. Our expectations regarding 

the two rulers vary, and the speeches they deliver are often weighed against these expectations. 

Third, for the sake of clarity, I am at times forced to succumb to the rhetoric of ‘Western and 

non-Western actors’. My intention here is not to suggest that I, via the cases of India and China, 

would be examining non-Western ideologies as a gestalt. Similarly, within the ‘Western 

context’ there are intriguing differences of opinion regarding multilateralism which absolutely 

deserve further scrutiny, at another time. Due to the vast nature of this thesis, I am forced to 

make some conceptual simplifications, which I fully intend to stay mindful of. 

Fourth, as I examine the multifaceted and vast thematic of multilateralism within the scope of 

a relatively compact thesis, I lack the means to present in-depth analysis on individual 

multilateral institutions. For the sake of clarity, I focus exclusively on the “idea of 

multilateralism” and the strategic narratives tied to it.  

While I will pursue to analyze primarily the cases of China and India, what should be 

particularized is that a major need for introspection and reimagining exists within the Western 

world itself. Clearly, we have a need to revisit the legitimacy of the system we have built, from 

a Western perspective, too. The normative competition put forth by countries such as China 

and India highlights the fact that a myriad of actors are, in fact, discontent in the status quo and 

willing to embrace options. However, for the sake of remaining concise, extensive or exact 

policy recommendations for Western actors or institutions will not be put forth in this thesis. 

Qualitative analysis, too, entails its own innate weaknesses. First, while truly illuminating 

observations can absolutely be made, it must be noted that the utilized material has been 

carefully honed and revisited to reflect exactly the amount the writers of them have intended 

to. I, as a researcher, cannot be fully detached from or impervious to the impact of the strategic 

efforts put forth in the analyzed materials. Second, I am operating with translations – although 

my Hindi permits me to analyze the validity of the translations of India’s material to a certain 

extent, I have no such proficiency in regard to the documents written in Chinese. 
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Finally, although I have performed my research with what I view to be rigorous systematic 

conduct, the nature of constructivist research acknowledges that I, as a researcher, hold innate 

predispositions, many of which I am sure I am not personally even aware of. My own heritage 

is neither Chinese nor Indian; I am accessing the analysis from the position of a cultural 

outsider. While I believe value to exist on the world-wide engagement with different countries’ 

foreign policy, I, as a Western-born and raised, Caucasian woman, do fundamentally lack the 

comprehensive and personal understanding on the impacts of for example colonial rule, which 

plays a major role in the histories and narratives of both China and India.   
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5. China’s Foreign Policy Thinking on True Multilateralism: Benign 

Giant or Hegemon in the Hiding? 

During the past decade, China, if any actor, has bestowed considerable attention toward honing 

its strategic self-representation on the international arena. Interests in doing so are manifold; 

some perhaps questionable, many understandable. A state engaging in global trade benefits 

from credible self-representation and an image of trustworthiness in order to forge fecund 

international partnerships; a geopolitical heavyweight possesses obvious interest and means to 

influence the composition of the international order to advance its gains; and yet, such a nation 

can, just as well, truly desire to better the international system and the norms defining it, albeit 

perhaps from a different standpoint of preferences than those articulated by, for example, 

Western actors. Already in 2013, Xi Jinping formulated that:  

--to strengthen our cultural soft power, we should disseminate the values of 

modern China […] More work should be done to refine and explain our ideas, 

and extend the platform for overseas publicity, so as to make our culture known 

through international communication and dissemination. 

 (Xi Jinping 25.3.2013, as cited in Lams, 2018, p. 388) 

Thus, I embark on my analysis from the relatively well-founded assumption that China’s 

speeches and white papers have been constructed in accordance with a need to depict the 

Chinese view on world order and multilateralism in an intentional and strategic manner. 

Although, as always in such analysis, many parts are subject to interpretation, one can assume 

that no sentence in such documents has gone without excessive and official scrutiny, and that 

analysis on their veiled rationales is thus appropriate and justified. 

In the upcoming chapter, I have identified three strategic narratives most prevalent in China’s 

material. First, I outline how China’s conceptions on its civilizational rise and history constitute 

a baseline for its narrative on multilateralism and the future of the international order. I argue 

that this epoch is presented in a strategic manner to simultaneously instate authority over the 

rightful place of China in the international order, while it also utilizes its historical identity as 

a pledge of trustworthiness on its future global presence and partnerships. Second, I outline 

three pivotal strategic pillars put forth by China’s reading on the essence of “true 

multilateralism”: that the world consists of distinct civilizations, acting together best via a 

Chinese view of multilateralism; that hegemony is the ultimate downfall of multilateralism; 
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and that sovereignty is one of the primary values protected by “true multilateralism”. Finally, 

I return to how China’s documents construct a narrative of ‘being on the right side of history’ 

via concepts, implications, and word choices, escorting the grand narrative to the realm of 

taken-for-grantedness, thus attempting to shift its claims beyond international or academic 

scrutiny. 

5.1. China’s Ruin and Rise: An Origin Story as Evidence for Future Glory 

The white paper “China and the World in the New Era” (2019) embarks on the mission to 

describe China’s role and future goals in the international order. As recited in the text, the white 

paper aims to answer the questions of: “-- the world is paying ever greater attention to China. 

What path did China take? Where is China going? What are China's goals in shaping the world? 

How will the developing China interact with the rest of the world”. In this mere briefing of 

contents, two distinct assumptions can be identified. Firstly, that China, as a state and a 

civilization, has something unique to offer other countries wishing to develop. Secondly, due 

to victorious achievements in development, China as a state and a civilization has something 

unique to offer the international order and the way it is, or should be, composed. The very 

rationale for the paper asserts that China has achieved something exceptional, unbeknown to 

other international actors, and is ardent to share its accumulated wisdom.   

China is a large country with a 5,000-year-old civilization 2. Over a long period 

of history, it ranked among the most advanced countries in the world. In modern 

times, China was reduced to poverty and weakness, threatened by domestic 

strife and foreign aggression, and even confronted with complete demise. 

Through unrelenting struggle, the Chinese dream of prosperity and 

rejuvenation for their country, and happiness for the people. -- Over the past 

70 years it has been moving forward against all odds, and exploring its path to 

development. Based on the 5,000-year-old Chinese culture, the experience and 

lessons from the birth of socialism, the fall-to-rise turnaround of the Chinese 

nation in 170 years, and the history of revolution, construction and reform, 

 
2 The boldings of the quotations are my own, functioning to draw attention to those parts of the text I primarily 

reflect on in the following analysis. 
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the Chinese people have opened up the path of socialism with Chinese 

characteristics, and achieved remarkable outcomes. 

(White Paper: China and the World in the New Era 2019) 3 

As so many great epochs, the strategic narrative of modern China too begins from the ruins of 

humiliation, from an exceptional glory lost to nefarious offenders, ‘others’, and outsiders. It is 

this strategic narrative, discernible in almost all the analyzed materials, that depicts a heroic 

and against-all-odds rise from ruins, executed through a strategy which is fundamentally 

Chinese in nature. Such an awe-inspiring achievement is rhetorically tied to the tenacity and 

the strenuous work of the Chinese people, the virtues of the Chinese personality, cultivated by 

a particular and ancient Chinese civilization. What is repeatedly emphasized in the narrative is 

the role of hard work, sacrifice, and lack of outside help on the arduous mission. The 

vocabulary used to describe the ascendancy of China is full of, at a lack for a better word, fire 

and fierceness, of “blazing one’s own path” and “bold experimentation”: 

China relied on fulfilling its own responsibility in good times and in adversity, 

without exporting or shifting problems elsewhere, and without seeking 

development by trading under coercion or exploiting other countries. China 

relied on a pioneering spirit, like crossing the river by feeling for stones, 

neither retracing the steps of imperialism and colonialism, nor copying the 

development model of Western countries, but blazing its own path with bold 

experiments, based on its own conditions, experience and lessons as well as the 

achievements of other civilizations. -- Some countries blindly copied or were 

forced to adopt the Western model, but they did not achieve economic 

development or political stability. Instead they fell into social unrest, economic 

crisis, governance paralysis, and even endless civil war. 

(White Paper: China and the World in the New Era 2019) 

 
3 The Chinese foreign policy white papers lack page numbers, and hence I will simply refer to the name of the 

particular paper being analyzed. 
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The two above extracts add a glazing of morality to the origin story of modern China and 

enunciate the decency and, even, superiority of the Chinese path to development. It is suggested 

that an alternative path to development, insinuated to be the Western one, was built on the 

bedrocks of exporting problems and exploiting the weak (which, in all honesty, cannot be 

argued against). In the proposed narrative, China took another route, a route of responsibility; 

a route decided upon via shrewd acumen, as opposed to the blindness of those meekly and 

naïvely following a Western model.  

As the narrative is a part of a white paper for modern Chinese foreign policy, such a statement 

also functions as an argument that modern China will continue to operate in this selfless and 

clear-eyed manner. A strategic narrative on history is, thus, depicted as evidence for the future. 

At the same time, the rhetoric of experimentation, “like crossing the river by feeling the stones”, 

injects the narrative with a connotation of careful, nigh scientific, weighing of action, 

juxtaposed with a Western custom of a haphazard and deleterious route to development.  

5.2. Three Pillars of Multilateralism: Civilizations, Hegemony, and Sovereignty 

The above extracts, consecutively, carve out a fundamental aspect of the narrative found in the 

Chinese white papers and speeches analyzed – the idea of distinct civilizations. By stating that 

China’s path has been influenced by “learning from other civilizations”, the text entails a 

twofold argument: that the world is comprised of distinct civilizations, but also that a model 

adopted by the Chinese civilization is exportable to other civilizations craving to develop.  

Furthermore, the idea of civilizations furnishes the Chinese strategic narrative with a 

connotation of acceptance, tolerance, as well as a crucial notion of restraint. After all, China’s 

positioning toward partnerships is largely founded on the argument of “not meddling” – as, 

let’s say, the West might, with demands on adhering to human rights or democratization. The 

Chinese rhetoric on distinct civilizations suggests that China, as a partner, will not aim to 

modify the thinking of other civilizations from some standpoint of cultural superiority, as the 

West might. Here we see the first pillar of the Chinese view on world order: a world consisting 

of a compilation of distinct civilizations, arrogantly overlooked or patronized by the West, now 

appreciated by China, in all their civilizational exceptionality and glory. 

As per examining the Chinese view on the international order and on multilateral cooperation, 

such thinly veiled suggestions and connotations are of great importance. They propose an 

alternative to Western-style development, which, due to very real historical misdeeds, may 
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have a dubious ring to many developing countries. Moreover, such emphasis on civilizational 

distinctness entails a promise that China as a partner is not interested in colonial aims or in 

imposing its cultural values in exchange for, for example, material aid or infrastructure lending. 

It implies a no-strings-attached policy towards cooperation, although it has been noted on many 

occasions that these strings of cooperation may come in the form of whopping debt (see e.g. 

Alden & Jiang 2019; Were, 2018; and for a more critical view on claims of China’s debt trap 

diplomacy, see Singh, 2020.) 

Supporting multilateralism is the common aspiration of the international 

community. In today's world, all countries have converging interests and share 

weal and woe, making the global trend towards multipolarity and democratic 

international relations irresistible. Gone are the days when the strong had 

the final say.  

(White Paper: China and the World in the New Era 2019) 

Several of the documents adopt the concept of multipolarity as a constitutive characteristic of 

the emerging international order. The emphasis on multipolarity deserves scrutiny – after all, 

it would seem reasonable to argue that we are, yet again, living in a bipolar moment, defined 

by the trade and strategic competition between the U.S. and China. In fact, it would be easy to 

suppose that a strategic foreign policy narrative would downright relish presenting China as an 

equal to the U.S. Notably, none of the papers utilize the concept of bipolarity, but rather opt to 

emphasize the abundance of relevant and emerging international actors and a multipolar order. 

Multipolarity is more than just a state of events, it is an “irresistible trend”, already far in 

progress, as suggested when stating that “the days when the strong had the final say are gone”. 

The concept of multipolarity is juxtaposed with the concepts of unipolarity and, most 

importantly, hegemony. The concept of hegemony is referred to, in almost all the papers, as 

the fundamental downfall of international development and prosperity, and as the ultimate 

antagonist to what is referred to as “true multilateralism”. At times, hegemony is prescribed as 

a characteristic trait of the U.S., but it is also utilized to refer to a vaster, Western-led, system-

level hegemony, seeped into the very essence of traditional multilateral decision-making. It is 

no mere trait of the United States – it is a malaise of the current international order, as devised 
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by the West, in order to reap unjust benefits and oppress those with less power. By this, the 

traditional U.S. and Western-led view on multilateralism is, in fact, presented as the primary 

antagonist to realizing “true multilateral cooperation”. China, hence, implies, that via a shift 

towards a Chinese imagination on multilateralism, the world will enter an era of “common 

aspirations” and “community”, instead of the exclusive rule of the few. 

The second most pivotal pillar to “true multilateralism” to emerge from the documents is, thus, 

the concept of hegemony. The white paper elevates “China will never seek hegemony” as one 

of its main titles. This statement is crucial for the Chinese strategic narrative on presenting 

itself as a benign friend, not a combative foe, or, most importantly, not a hegemonic behemoth 

in the making. Such a statement is validated by the argument that, due to its own history and 

cultural heritage, China as a nation is practically incapable of desiring hegemony, or, more so, 

it does not possess “the gene” to covet such power. Such a trait is, again, linked to some static 

and primordial characteristic of ‘the Chinese’, leaving it argumentatively outside the scope of 

questioning. It is, in fact, effectively transferred to the realm of ‘taken-for-grantedness’. 

The Chinese nation does not have the gene to invade others and dominate the 

world. From the mid-19th century, China was abused by the Western powers 

and left with indelible memories of the suffering brought about by war and 

instability. It will never impose the suffering it has endured on other nations. 

(White Paper: China and the World in the New Era 2019)  

Pursuing the greater good and shared interests, with higher priority given to 

the former, is the underlying guideline. This represents one of China’s cultural 

traditions and embodies its belief in internationalism. 

(China’s International Development Cooperation in the New Era 2021)  

The white papers and speeches, analyzed as a whole, deliver their accusations toward the 

Western-dominated order in a relatively straight-forward manner. However, the documents 

tend to refer to the past when assigning blame, effectively ridding them from being directly 

confrontational in the present, as seen above. Suffering was passively “brought about”, while 
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the culprit is effectively named earlier. By titling the memories of such atrocities as “indelible”, 

the white paper suggests that even if China wanted to forgive and forget, it is simply unable to 

do so. More present-day allegations are often presented in a more ambiguous manner, by 

referring to “hegemony” or “protectionist or unilateralist actions” or “tendencies”. 

On the other hand, the very vocabulary utilized for example in the above extract can be 

interpreted to serve a certain strategic logic: while the West has “imposed” suffering, the 

Chinese “pursue” greater good. It should be noted, that whilst the obvious dichotomy is 

between the words of “suffering” and “greater good”, the impact is further spotlighted by the 

chosen verbs. Imposing refers to power exerted top-down, pursuing is more aligned with the 

rhetoric of mutual exploration, with no power hierarchy interwoven. Furthermore, the concepts 

of “invading” and “dominating” are juxtaposed with China’s preference for “underlying 

guidelines”, suggesting they be more forgiving, malleable by situational awareness, than the 

Western tendencies of rule. Such choices range through the documents, infusing the strategic 

narrative with an innuendo which is considerably more opaque than direct statements.  

The documents, as presented above, utilize many strategies to enunciate the portrayal of China 

as a (uniquely) benign, respectful, and reasonable partner. Illustratively, in its foreign policy 

texts, China consistently refers to itself as a developing country. This claim of developing 

member status, whilst entailing other, more tangible benefits, exceptions, and flexibilities (see 

e.g. Weinhardt, 2020, p. 389), as well, effectively grants an air of kinship to China’s South-

South diplomacy, which is a pivotal part of Chinese foreign policy and diplomatic endeavors 

(see e.g. Cutler & Doyle 2019).  

Furthermore, the concept of power-hungry hegemony lives between the lines in other traits 

depicted as inherent to Chinese foreign policy. China is just, as opposed to coveting supremacy; 

China supports integration, as opposed to decoupling; concepts such as Cold War mentality, 

zero-sum mentality, bullying, containment, and “the unilateral practice of keeping the 

advantages of development all to oneself” are all used to describe, be it done in a however 

enigmatic manner, traits tied to the Western world and its supposedly corrupt vision of the 

international order.  

Upholding equity and justice is China's basic principle in dealing with 

international issues. We respect the right of the peoples of all countries to 

choose their own development paths and social systems, respect the 
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sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries, and oppose interference 

in others' domestic affairs.  

(White Paper: China and the World in the New Era 2019) 

Differences in history, culture and social system should not be an excuse for 

antagonism or confrontation, but rather an incentive for cooperation. We should 

respect and accommodate differences, avoid meddling in other countries' 

internal affairs, and resolve disagreements through consultation and dialogue. 

History and reality have made it clear, time and again, that the misguided 

approach of antagonism and confrontation, be it in the form of cold war, hot 

war, trade war or tech war, would eventually hurt all countries' interests and 

undermine everyone's well-being. 

(Special Address by Chinese President Xi Jinping at the World 

Economic Forum Virtual Event of the Davos Agenda 2021). 

The third pillar of China’s view on true multilateralism and the international order, as 

distinguishable in the above extract, is the emphasis on the concept of sovereignty. The concept 

of sovereignty is thematically tied to other similar constructions, such as of “respect”, 

“avoiding meddling in other countries’ domestic affairs”, and the “right to choose one’s own 

path” and “social system”, as well as affiliated with the principle of “upholding equity and 

justice”.  

Intrinsically, equity, justice, and freedom of choice are presented to run counter to the act of 

“meddling”, whether read as the Western pressure toward democratization or demands on the 

respect of human rights within a given country. Effectively, China depicts some key values and 

principles of the Western view of multilateralism (equity, justice, freedom of choice) to be 

practically endangered by the concrete, meddlesome acts that the West commits. Similarly, the 

sinister motives of Western rule are implied with the juxtaposition of the words “excuse” and 

“incentive”. “Excuse”, after all, depicts an act with hidden motives, clad in superficially 

reasonable but ultimately untrue rationales, while “incentive” implies equal and honest 

aspiration toward reaching a mutually desirable goal. China, thus, is presented as genuinely in 
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sync with partners – while the West, on the other hand, as covertly pressing its own, hawkish 

agenda.  

This is also a key allure of the Chinese take on multilateralism – the suggestion that Chinese 

partnership comes without strings attached, while the Western world imposes its own value-

system in exchange for its support. Furthermore, the emphasis on sovereignty, quintessentially, 

puts forth a demand that other countries have no right to infringe upon China’s “domestic 

choices”, such as the repressive treatment of the Uyghur population in Xinjiang (see e.g. Jacob 

et al., 2021. p. 6–7).  

Indeed, the concept of human rights is an element which is fundamentally absent in China’s 

white papers and speeches, as compared to those published by Western countries. However, 

the rhetoric on rights and responsibilities is very much put forth in the documents. I wish to 

draw attention to how such an act of expanding a recognized narrative of “rights” to cover the 

realm of China’s foreign policy interests serves building the authority of the Chinese view on 

multilateralism. While human rights ring absent in the texts, the documents frequently refer to 

“equal rights, equal opportunities, and equal rules” for developed and developing countries.  

Noteworthily, this rhetoric on rights is directed toward nations, not toward individuals within 

nations; systems, yet not components within them, ought to be equal and inviolable. Hence, 

nations ought to have equal rights, while the rights of individuals fall under the reign of 

domestic, and thus uninfringeable, affairs, on which the international community should have 

little or no say on at all. At the same time, “responsibility”, according to the documents, ought 

to be “common but differentiated”; thus, suggesting that developed countries should pull a 

heavier weight regarding burden-sharing on the international arena. While it is, in fact, 

relatively easy to agree on such a demand, it also functions as a call that Western conceptions 

on multilateralism struggle to convincingly argue, due to their own story on development which 

has been heavily fueled by colonialism and oppression. 

In state-to-state relations, the principles of equality, mutual respect and 

mutual trust must be put front and center. Bossing others around or meddling 

in others' internal affairs would not get one any support. We must advocate 

peace, development, equity, justice, democracy and freedom, which are 

common values of humanity, and encourage exchanges and mutual learning 

among civilizations to promote the progress of human civilization. 
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(Keynote Speech by H.E. Xi Jinping President of the 

People's Republic of China at the Boao Forum for Asia Annual 

Conference 2021).  

Another concept which I view as being intentionally and strategically expanded is the concept 

of democracy, which, perhaps against expectations, is all but absent in the analyzed material. 

In fact, democracy is periodically highlighted as a virtue. However, it is less the democracy of 

the individual, per se, than a proposition of “democracy in international relations”, insinuating 

the equality of nations, developing or developed, big or small, as decision-makers of the 

international arena. In fact, democracy is listed as a “common value of humanity”, thus 

suggesting that the Western concept of democracy is merely one selective perspective to the 

many interpretations on this common virtue. 

5.3. Forecasting the Future: On the Right Side of History and Ahead of the Times  

Acts of containment, suppression or confrontation arising thereof do all 

harm, not the least good, to world peace and security. History has proved time 

and again that confrontation does not solve problems; it only invites 

catastrophic consequences. Protectionism and unilateralism can protect no one; 

they ultimately hurt the interests of others as well as one's own. Even worse are 

the practices of hegemony and bullying, which run counter to the tide of 

history.  

(Special Address by Chinese President Xi Jinping at the World 

Economic Forum of the Davos Agenda 2021).  

The Chinese documents frequently recount on the detrimental impacts of power politics, 

hegemony, and all acts associated with such traits. Even more notably, the documents 

repeatedly refer to a monolith “history” to argue the presented viewpoints. My intention here 

is not to suggest that protectionism or unilateralism would be the beneficial route for any actor, 

but, rather, to draw attention to the tendency to represent China to be “on the right side of 

history” and uniquely capable of comprehending the “tides coming”. As a 5000-year-old 

civilization, China, indeed, utilizes the idea that it has a specific authority to speak for history, 

in a manner that the considerably younger Western civilizations would struggle to do. 
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Simultaneously, possessing such a unique understanding of history and its tide provides 

China’s strategic narrative with an air of authority towards the future, as well.  

Such a notion is highly important in documents which suggest China as an actor to have a 

plausible alternative proposal on how the future international order ought to be arranged: they, 

simply, have a vaster understanding than others, it is suggested. In addition, the documents 

overarchingly utilize concepts such as “following the logic of historical progress”, “contribute 

to human progress”, “the logic of history”, “conform to the historic trend”, and that “China's 

path of peaceful development is in line with the trend of history”. The endeavors of the West 

are thus “against the tide of history”, a futile battle against natural and eternal forces at play.  

In fact, even the language utilized in the documents is one of temporality, speed, and change: 

the frequency of sentences such as “blaze its own path”, “inject the system with new 

momentum”, “China catches up and gets ahead”, and “seizes historic opportunities” and 

“forges ahead on its socialist path” paint the rhetoric with a glazing of dynamicity and vigor.  

While concepts and connotations put forth strategically remain my primary interest, more 

tangible methods of pace, strategy, and persuasion can be discerned in the Chinese documents. 

The white papers have a notably even rhythm to them, providing them with argumentative 

plausibility. Throughout the white papers, many a paragraph are started out with short, 

poignant, and ultimately barren statements, such as “the ideological foundations of collective 

endeavor are growing stronger” or “peace and cooperation benefit all while conflict and 

confrontation benefit none”. In many cases, they are followed by data – at times relevant, at 

times not so – and strikingly, often utilizing Western think tanks’ or research institutions’ data. 

In a manner, hereby lies a connection to the strategic use of a liberalism-connected concept of 

multilateralism; China is, in fact, responding to Western arguments with Western concepts and 

data, effectively deeming possible counterarguments from the West nigh embarrassing. 

Another intriguing observation is the general tendency to create new concepts – for example, 

by capitalizing seemingly arbitrary words such as “Initiative” or “Great Way”. Even the font 

utilized on different documents communicates different messages to the reader: the white paper 

(2019) aimed at the international arena and thus also Western powers, uses a sharp, businesslike 

font; the paper “China’s International Development Cooperation in the New Era” (2021), 

aimed at South-South partners, uses a soft, round font, effectively communicating a non-

threating, amicable image on China as a partner.  
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While we have directed our immediate attention toward the idea of multilateralism that China 

constructs in its foreign policy documents and speeches, there are some, more specific concepts 

which deserve to be highlighted, although intense scrutiny of them is beyond this thesis. 

However, they function as the catch-all phrases in translating the image of China to the rest of 

the world, thus accentuating certain strategic objectives while effacing others. They can be 

identified as the headlines of China’s narrative on multilateralism, as depicted in the above 

analysis, but they also communicate a specific strategic narrative on their own. I have divided 

these concepts into two groups: firstly, concepts which describe the domestic development path 

of China and suggest that path would be suitable for others, too; second, system-level concepts 

which entail a view on the entire composition of a favorable and just international order. 

Domestic concepts as models for a desired international order and multilateral cooperation: 

• (Path of socialism with) Chinese characteristics 

• (The dream of) moderate prosperity, common prosperity 

• Rejuvenation of the Chinese nation  

System-level concepts as models for desired international order and multilateral cooperation: 

• Win-win cooperation  

• Global community of shared future  

• True multilateralism 

Where should humanity go from here? What kind of future should we 

create for future generations? As we try to answer these important questions, 

it is crucial that we bear in mind the shared interests of mankind and make 

responsible and wise choices.-- We need consultation on an equal footing to 

create a future of shared benefits. Global governance should reflect the 

evolving political and economic landscape in the world, conform to the 

historical trend of peace, development and win-win cooperation, and meet the 

practical needs in addressing global challenges. We need to follow the principles 

of extensive consultation, joint contribution and shared benefits, uphold true 

multilateralism, and make the global governance system more fair and 

equitable. 
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(Keynote Speech by H.E. Xi Jinping President of the People's 

Republic of China at the Boao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2021). 

These concepts, on their own, capture a certain authority over history and time, prevalent in 

many of the documents analyzed. The concepts presented above are, ultimately, narrations of 

appropriate paths to success and to a glorious future. They crystallize the strategic narratives 

dissected in this thesis into one atomic, undividable utterance – and, when used aside the 

concept of multilateralism, they manage to intermarry the originally Western-created concept 

integrally to Chinese history, language, and thought. 

Importantly, they are ambiguous concepts with relatively little substance – what is the meaning 

of, for example, win-win cooperation, is obviously subject to context and power relations, on 

its own right. Such a statement holds, perhaps most fundamentally, to the concept of “true 

multilateralism”. While there is no substance cemented to the concept, it invokes a claim of 

possessing knowledge of a true form of multilateralism, as opposed to the false ones, rampant 

on the international arena of our time.  
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6. India’s Foreign Policy Thinking on Multilateralism: A “Naturally 

Multilateral” Monolith in the Making? 

India’s foreign policy approach to multilateralism has evolved from what has been referred to 

as a policy of non-alignment of the Cold-War era to the perhaps more internationally proactive, 

yet, at the same time, the distinctly ethno-nationalist stance of Prime Minister Narendra Modi 

and his Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). While PM Modi, and the BJP, have been criticized over 

a range of issues including human rights abuses, democratic backsliding, exclusionary 

nationalism and majoritarianism, even downright fascism (see e.g. Banaji, 2018), the foreign 

policy approach of the ruling government has often been an underplayed and even abstruse 

aspect of their political endeavors (see e.g. Gupta et al., 2019, p. 10).  

In the following chapter, I have distinguished three different strategic narratives depicting the 

view on multilateralism and the future of the international order as put forth by India’s foreign 

policy documents. I have titled the first one as the division of insiders and outsiders – a 

tendency to dissect the elements advantageous and the elements harmful for India’s global 

potential. Simultaneously, the division of insiders and outsiders also depicts a fusing of 

domestic and international affairs into the rhetoric of an internationally potent India. The 

second narrative which I have identified in the material analyzed is an emphasis on a “temporal 

balance”, unique and inherent to the Indian civilization, an aptitude to intermarry modernity 

with traditional wisdom and values. The final, third narrative, as particularized in this thesis, is 

the emphasis on the desirability of diffusion of power, referring to a positive take on emerging 

multipolarity and a more splintered display of power on the international arena.  

6.1. Insiders and Outsiders: Domestic and Foreign in Indian Civilizational Identity 

As the foreign policy stances of Prime Minister Modi and the BJP are often rather opaque, it is 

pivotal to pay attention to the way the domestic and the international intertwine in the Indian 

foreign policy documents which I have analyzed in this thesis. First, I call attention to the fact 

that “the rise of India” rhetoric, prevalent in almost all the analyzed speeches, is, 

simultaneously, the language of both the domestic and the international sphere of politics in 

India. India’s engagement with the international community, with multilateral institutions, and 

especially with the international economy, has generated considerable progress in the country, 

in the form of increased welfare, development, and prosperity. The pursuit and preservation of 

these benefits has assumed a central role in Indian foreign policy debate, as well. 
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An unparalleled talent to accumulate welfare, development, and prosperity has been elevated 

as a vital part of PM Modi’s political profile. After all, Modi puts himself forth as a leader of 

immense business and technological savvy, who, at the same time, communicates a vigorous 

commitment to traditional (Hindu) values. Thus, even if the material chosen for this analysis 

may at times verge on domestic issues, I argue that domestic issues are strategically depicted 

to directly contribute to India’s international stature, and vice versa. Increasing the power 

within a nation and expanding the power of a nation are intrinsically interlinked in the rhetoric 

of PM Modi and the BJP, as often is the case with populist leaders.  

The BJP comes to you to seek your valued blessings yet again, so that India 

continues unhindered on the path of development, to realize its true destiny 

with renewed vigour.” --- “We believe that India’s time has come. She is 

emerging as a power and connecting stakeholders in a multi-polar world. 

The rise of India is the new reality and we shall play a major role in shaping 

global agenda in the 21st century. 

(Bharatiya Janata Party Manifesto 2019, p. 3) 

Overarchingly, the analyzed materials utilize a vivid vocabulary of historical culmination 

finally taking place. What is actively depicted is an India striding to the fore of the international 

arena, after years of deprivation, humiliation, and below par performance in general. As seen 

in the above extract, India is described to be at the advent of “realizing its true destiny” and 

coached to pursue this destiny with “renewed vigor”. Describing India’s growing international 

stature is a depiction of a nigh primordial end point in the narrative of India’s civilizational 

voyage. A destiny, after all, is not a mere fortuitous string of events, but a predetermined, 

inevitable end point. The BJP’s election manifesto suggests that, should the BJP not regain 

office, the momentum will be lost – the goal of prosperity will slip further into the future. Thus, 

the BJP is depicted as the shepherd and guardian of both the Indian civilization’s domestic 

future, as well as of its international one.  

As was seen with the case of China, also in Indian foreign policy thought the concept of distinct, 

sovereign, and equal civilizations living in “peaceful co-existence” with one another is depicted 

as a fundamental building block of the international order. The manifesto asserts that the Indian 
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civilization’s “time has come” – thus, the BJP is now summoning the nation’s blessings to 

continue on an “unhindered” path of development, eventually crystallized as domestic 

wellbeing as well as the glory of an internationally powerful India. Furthermore, the rise of 

India is no mere imagination or a distant, hazy dream, but rather, a new reality, which the rest 

of the international actors should fathom.  

The extract describes India as “emerging as a power”, rather than “an emerging power”, 

innately placing added emphasis on the gravity of India’s slowly but steadily consolidated 

influence. The difference in tone suggests that India is no mere member of a club of emerging 

powers, but, rather, emerging as a power on its own right, on its own terms. This, too, reflects 

the worldview of the international arena consisting of distinct civilizations – although India 

presents itself as a multilateral actor, and celebrates its solid partnerships in many of the 

analyzed documents, it has no intention of portraying itself as nestled or officially allied with 

others, but, rather, a potent rising force of its own. 

A divisive mindset is ingrained in their DNA. The British have left, but the 

Congress has made this policy of 'divide and rule' as its character.  

(PM’s reply to the Motion of Thanks on President’s Address in 

the Lok Sabha 2022)4  

A considerable amount of the analyzed material describes the potency of the BJP and PM Modi 

as actors and elevates them to be the architects of India’s domestic and international ascent. 

Yet, what arises as salient, is the juxtaposition of BJP’s potency with the inadequacy of the 

Indian National Congress (INC) party. The corrupt, simultaneously predatory and susceptible 

nature of the INC is a reoccurring theme in the material, regardless of whether they deal with 

domestic or foreign policy issues. Without a doubt, the polarization of the Indian political 

sphere is evident between the two major parties. Importantly, however, the INC is depicted to 

share the characteristics of a colonialist Britain, utilizing a “divide and rule” technique on India, 

and thus keeping India’s “true destiny” from realizing.  

 
4 The speeches analyzed do not contain page numbers, and hence I will only refer to the speech analyzed 
instead of exact page numbers. 
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While such a rhetoric could be deemed as mere slandering of a political opponent, the depiction 

of the long-in-power INC as exhibiting colonial characteristics speaks a larger story about the 

narrative of an era of humiliation of India, now finally drawing to a close. This depiction of a 

hostile outsider illuminates Indian foreign policy’s historical rationale for self-reliance and 

strategic autonomy – for, even if India craves to engage with multilateral cooperation and the 

international order, outside pressure or oppression must always be avoided at all costs, given 

India’s historical experiences. For the BJP, however, India’s colonial experience did not end 

with the British leaving – in fact, it only ended with the INC leaving. 

Aside from being colonialist, in the narrations of the BJP, the INC has been weak and corrupt. 

Weak in solidifying a uniform, robust, and self-reliant India, by letting power slip away to 

foreigners and outsiders, by advancing their own gains on the expense of the true Indian. Thus, 

aside from outside sabotage, India’s international stature has been hindered by an infiltrated, 

malignant outsider within. While these rationales reflect the domestic narrative put forth by the 

BJP, they also demonstrate the ongoing rationale for an increasingly assertive and muscular 

foreign policy stance. The BJP narrative portrays a proud, independent India, engaging in 

cooperation in forms benefitting its own rise and its own values. Yet, this modern India is still, 

at the same time, always wary of any fixed alliances which could, in the course of time, restrict 

its room for maneuver, in a manner all too familiar from colonial history, as well as from the 

anemic and groveling era of INC foreign policy.  

We have to understand that some people have not been able to change the 

mentality of hundreds of years of slavery even after 75 years of 

independence. That mentality of slavery is a big hurdle for the progress of any 

nation.  

(PM’s reply at the Lok Sabha).  

Indeed, pride is one of the main concepts emphasized upon throughout the analyzed material. 

While the concept is at times referred to directly, often it is hinted at via antithetical concepts, 

depicting the general idea of the toxicity of oppression. This idea is captured in concepts such 

as a “mentality of slavery”. Slavery is, of course logically enough, juxtaposed with progress, 

welfare, and accumulation of global power. Such a juxtaposition, yet again, depicts a rise from 
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ruins, Indian civilizational pride and independence emerging from the ashes of domestic 

nescience and foreign oppression, into a future of both physical as well as intellectual freedom.  

6.2. A “Temporal Balance”: Modernity and Traditionality as Authority for Foreign 

Policy 

The Government has moved with speed and resolve on a scale rarely seen in 

our external engagement, to restore Bharat's position in international affairs, 

rebuild partnerships across the board and cross new frontiers in our foreign 

relations. ----- Our foreign policy today reflects Bharat’s age-old cherished 

cultural and civilizational values in a more significant and profound manner 

than ever before. While our approach is determined by the imperatives of the 

globalised world, it is also rooted in our inheritance of a timeless tradition 

of intellectual and economic engagement through peaceful co-existence. 

Prime Minister has restored pride in Bharat’s civilisational identity and 

cultural traditions and drawn global attention to it in a manner that befits this 

oldest civilisation of the world.  

(Bharatiya Janata Party’s Foreign Policy Statement Resolution 

1 on Foreign Policy 2015). 

Reflecting Bharat’s civilizational virtue of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam – the 

entire world as one family - we reached out to many countries across the globe 

with sovereign equality as the guiding principle. --- Our government has, in a 

short span of ten months, transformed foreign policy into a major instrument 

to realize our national ambition of Bharat’s rise as a strong and respected 

world power.  

(Ibid.).  

The BJP’s 2015 Resolution 1, concerning foreign policy, titled “Our national ambition is 

Bharat’s rise as a strong and respected world power”, captures, yet again, the manner in which 

domestic and foreign policy is intertwined in the BJP thought. At the same time, the extract 

depicts a reoccurring interplay of modernity and traditionality prevalent in the documents – an 
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idea that modern-day India has, finally, identified an exact balance between 21st century 

opportunities and traditional values, as stated above: “while our approach is determined by the 

imperatives of the globalized world, it is also rooted in our inheritance of a timeless tradition 

of intellectual and economic engagement through peaceful co-existence.” 

The documents adamantly depict PM Modi’s gift for coupling the seemingly disparate 

phenomena of globalization and traditional virtues together; and, as an extension, a proposal is 

subconsciously laid out that the “civilizational virtues”, inherent to India and Indians, have 

unique power to boost the global presence for India and, furthermore, entail an ingenious 

dosage of modernity and ancient wisdom needed to fix a lopsided international order. 

The use of the Sanskrit-rooted name Bharat (भारत), as opposed to the name India, demonstrates 

the cultural and civilizational emphasis that both PM Modi and the BJP utilize in their vision 

regarding India’s place in the emerging international order. Concepts derived from ancient 

Indian texts, often from the Hindu Puranas, are sprinkled throughout the analyzed material as 

the foundation and rationale for current, modern-day BJP thought.  

Invoking the concepts of ancient religious texts provides PM Modi’s and the BJP’s statements 

with an air of paramount, age-old, and time-tested authority, the wisdom of an ancient 

civilization. The extracts portray how the BJP has managed to restore pride in Bharat’s identity 

– allegedly, thus, this pride having been misplaced during the INC era – in a way befitting to 

the oldest civilization of the world. Such a description draws on the idea that India has 

previously been undervalued on the international arena, and that a change in that is deserved, 

partly due to India’s historical power role as a grand civilization.  

As a representative of India, Indian-ness and Indian heritage, the subject of 

this forum for me is as contemporary as it is timeless. Timeless, because in India 

from time immemorial we continue to believe in uniting the mankind and 

not in dividing them or creating fissures. In the ancient books written 

thousands of years ago in Sanskrit, Indian philosophers have said: 

"Vasudhaiva kutumbakam". It means the whole world is one family.  

(Prime Minister's Statement on the subject ''Creating a Shared 

Future in a Fractured Word'' in the World Economic Forum 2018) 
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While the speeches refer to “Indian wisdom”, “Indian temperament”, “Indian civilizational 

identity”, and the “Indian tendency toward pluralism and diversity”, I wish to call attention to 

the fact that the background literature referred to in the speeches is, always, that of Hindu 

literature. This, too, is reflective of the stand the BJP takes, that Hinduism refers directly to 

‘being Indian’. The general celebration of a timeless, inherently Indian respect for diversity 

and pluralism, suggests Hinduism and Indianness to be fundamentally synonymous, and that 

Hindu values to provide an unrivalled framework for an Indian government’s foreign policy, 

as well. 

One of the most prominent of the concepts depicting this “ingenious dosage of modernity and 

ancient wisdom”, is the concept of “Vasudhaiva kutumbakam”, “the whole world is one 

family”. The documents frequently trace India’s age-old experience in diversity and 

multiculturality to fundamentally contribute to their foreign policy thought and their 

understanding on the just composition of the international system. Such comprehension is, by 

nature, timeless, and thus embodying the idea of correctness, naturality, and eternality. The 

traditional system, and thus the West, in its hardheaded individualism, obsession with 

modernity, and disregard for traditionality, it is implied, has become blind to this crucial 

balance of temporality. India, thus, is presented to possess an unrivalled wisdom in the 

workings of the international order, the state of affairs today simply acting as proof of what 

Indian wisdom has been cognizant of for thousands of years. 

The Prime Minister has pursued a bold, proactive and innovative foreign 

policy that is aligned with our Government's primary goal of accelerating 

national economic development; and to fulfil Bharat's global responsibilities as 

the world's most populous youth nation and largest democracy. Samman – 

dignity and honour; Samvad – greater engagement and dialogue; Samriddhi – 

shared prosperity; Suraksha – regional and global security; and Sanskriti evam 

Sabhyata – cultural and civilizational linkages; these five themes have become 

the Panchamrit - new pillars of our foreign policy. 

(Bharatiya Janata Party’s Foreign Policy Statement Resolution 

1 on Foreign Policy 2015). 
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Furthermore, what arises as another temporal duality prevalent in the analyzed documents is 

the interplay of the themes of “youth of India” and the “ancientness of India”. The considerable 

size of the youth cohort of India’s population, depicted as mirroring the ‘future’, is keenly 

recited in the documents. Beside the role of the youth, the role of ancient wisdom regarding the 

rule of the country, as well as the comprehension on the desirable composition of the 

international order, are key traits which make India a uniquely important and apt international 

actor.  

Although such a depiction is not unique to PM Modi and the BJP at all, it does demonstrate an 

intriguing similarity with the foreign policy positions exhibited in the materials, as well as with 

PM Modi’s own, carefully crafted political profile. Modi is, after all, presented as an 

amalgamate of progress and technological aptitude, while also depicted as an embodiment of 

traditional Hindu values. The side-by-side narrative of the youthfulness and the ancientness of 

India derives authority from both the past and the present when laying out India’s view on a 

desired international system, and at the same time, it rhymes with Modi’s own political profile 

of being an unbeatable fusion of India’s days gone and days to come. 

The above extract, crucially, outlines the “new pillars of Indian foreign policy”, the Panchamrit, 

Modi’s alternative to the Nehruvian foreign policy doctrine of Panchsheel. Whereas 

Panchsheel emphasized mutual respect for each other’s territorial integrity and sovereignty, 

mutual non-aggression, mutual noninterference in each other’s internal affairs, equality and 

cooperation for mutual benefit and peaceful coexistence, Panchamrit introduces a foreign 

policy stance significantly more assertive in its tone. In fact, this is an intentional attempt at 

distancing the current government from the perceived softness of Panchsheel; a transition to 

the strategy of the foreign policy of an ambitious rising power. (Kishor, 2019, p. 149-151). 

Notably, according to the ancient words framing the Panchamrit, civilizations are linked 

together, but not fused together, reflecting the division of insiders and outsiders within BJP 

foreign policy, as well.  

6.3. The Desirable Diffusion of Power: Multipolarity as Democracy in Multilateral 

Cooperation 

India is a natural exponent of multilateralism. To an extent, this reflects our 

own domestic traditions of pluralism and diversity. Well before a multipolar 

world actually came into being, we believed in its desirability and even its 

inevitability. It was inconceivable for us that a world as vast and diverse as ours 
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could be run by a small set of powers through alliances. Over the years, other 

countries including China came around to this point of view. 

(Foreign Secretary’s Statement at the Raisina Dialogue 2017) 

In addition to the civilizational rationale of Vasudhaiva kutumbakam, the assertiveness of the 

Panchamrit doctrine, emphasizing the historicity, the naturality, and the inherent Indian 

tendency toward multilateralism is a key element which emerges in the analyzed material. 

Placing this position into the sphere of naturality, thus deeming alternatives as unnatural, shifts 

the rhetoric on multilateral cooperation, yet again, to the realm of taken-for-grantedness. How 

could one dispute something which is presented as natural, something which is derived from a 

particular civilizational identity, honed to perfection and cemented in the identity of a nation 

for thousands of years (as the documents suggest)? The substance of such ‘innate 

multilateralism’ is not elaborated upon; it is, as a mere concept, elemental to Indians and their 

worldview on the composition of the world. 

Just as effortlessly, the above extract equates multilateralism with the concept of multipolarity. 

Unlike in many of the foreign policy statements drafted by Western countries, the two are in 

no way mutually exclusive, rather, they are practically synonymous, to the extent that shifting 

between the two concepts within a single paragraph entails no contradiction at all. What is 

suggested, as well, is that the multipolar world has, at some point in time, “come into being”. 

Although there is no mention on when this juncture occurred, it does suggest that in the not-

so-distant history, a shift away from unipolarity took place, and that this development has, 

indeed, been a desirable one for not only India as an actor, but for the internationally celebrated 

ideas of diversity of pluralism, as well.  

Thus, in Indian foreign policy thought, it can be concluded, the emergence of multipolarity has 

contributed towards a more sincere, more effective form of multilateralism of the international 

sphere. In fact, the extract states, this understanding of the world order as simultaneously 

multilateral and multipolar has even been adopted by other countries – and, importantly, the 

primary example given of such countries is China, a superpower, regional rival, and normative 

competitor. As with the Chinese documents, India too suggests that it has shrewdly ‘identified 

a historical trend’ – in fact, it even insists to have been the first one to do so. 
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I wish to draw particular attention to the formulation of a world “run by a small set of powers 

through alliances”. While it is an obvious jab towards Western countries’ general power blocks 

regarding the design international system, as well as probably a circuitous rebuttal towards 

India’s exclusion from being a Permanent Member of the UN Security Council (an issue further 

pondered on in e.g. Jabeen, 2010), it also entails the idea of an emerging global setting of 

increasingly dispersed power. India has, in the past years, moved away from its traditional 

tenets of non-alignment, shifting towards a strategy of multi-alignment, which enables it to 

develop closer ties with multiple partners who, at times, may even be adversaries together. 

Such a worldview of dispersed and multiplex power empowers India to keep doing so. 

Simultaneously, of course, such a viewpoint on the international order provides India with the 

possibility of becoming an increasingly powerful regional actor, in a world far too splintered 

to be dominated in a unipolar manner. 

A strong democracy like India has gifted the whole world a beautiful gift, a 

bouquet of hope. In this bouquet, we Indians have an unwavering trust on 

democracy; this bouquet has the technology that will empower the 21st 

century; and it also has temperament and the talent of us Indians. The Multi-

Lingual, Multi-Cultural environment in which we Indians live is a great 

power not only of India but of the whole world. This strength teaches not only 

to think for oneself in times of crisis, but also to work for the humanity. 

(Modi at Davos 2022). 

-- there is a great need to improve the world's major political, economic and 

security related institutions. Participation and democracy in them should be 

promoted in accordance with the current realities of the world.  

(Modi at Davos 2018). 

India never had any political or geographical ambitions. We do not exploit the 

natural resources of any country rather develop it together for that country. 

The direct result of the cordial coexistence of diversity in the Indian terrain for 

thousands of years is that we believe in a multi-cultural world and in a multi-

polar world order. India has proved that all disputes and cracks can be 
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eradicated with democracy, respect of diversity, harmony and co-ordination 

and cooperation and dialogue.  

(Modi at Davos 2018).  

This multipolar face of multilateralism is, at times, captured also via the narratives put forth 

regarding democracy. The documents eagerly reiterate on India’s identity as the world’s largest 

democracy – although, the reality of this may be argued against to a considerable extent due to 

PM Modi’s and the BJP’s dubious track record of democratic backsliding. Democracy, 

however, is frequently utilized as an argument for the authority India holds in foreign relations 

and its future, democratic pathways; and, being a democratic country, India’s views on the 

international order will most likely ring more comfortable to the West than for example 

China’s.  

Interestingly, this narrative of democracy extends to multilateral decision-making, as well – 

namely, that democracy in international institutions is still in a backward state in Western 

thought. India is an unwavering supporter of democracy; but, unlike the traditional, Western 

architects of the international order, India goes further in its support for democracy and thus 

advocates democracy also within international institutions. In practice, this is an appeal to 

grant, for example, developing countries with more sway over the design, the implementation, 

and the institutions of multilateral cooperation.  

Institutions and architectures built for a different world, by a different world, 

are outdated. Posing a barrier to effective multilateralism. As the world begins 

to re-order itself a quarter century after the strategic clarity of the Cold War, 

the dust has not yet settled on what has replaced it. But a couple of things are 

clear. The political and military power is diffused and distributed. The 

multipolarity of the world, and an increasingly multi-polar Asia, is a dominant 

fact today. And we welcome it. Because, it captures the reality of the rise of 

many nations. It accepts that [the] voices of many, not [the] views of a few 

should shape the global agenda. Therefore, we need to guard against any instinct 

or inclination that promotes exclusion, especially in Asia.  

(Modi Inaugural Address 2017.) 
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The desirability of this diffusion of power is elaborated upon several times, and unipolarity, 

though not uttered as a concept, is brought forth by means of juxtaposition. What emerges as a 

key appeal in the documents is the call for a more balanced international system, whether it be 

in regard to a multipolar world order or democracy in institutions, and the outdatedness inherent 

to a system founded on the power of the few. 

For how long will India be kept out of the decision-making structures of the 

United Nations? A country, which is the largest democracy of the world, a 

country with more than 18% of the world population, a country, which has 

hundreds of languages, hundreds of dialects, many sects, many ideologies, a 

country, which was a leading global economy for centuries and also one 

which has seen hundreds of years of foreign rule.-- When we were strong, 

we did not trouble the world; when we were weak, we did not become a 

burden on the world.  

(Modi at UNGA75 2020).  

One of the most concrete claims identifiable in the documents is the discontent over the 

omission of India from being a Permanent Member of the UN Security Council. Indeed, I too 

argue that many of the traditional decision-making structures poorly reflect the realities of the 

current world and the contribution of developing countries. India’s call on a fairer world order 

may ring appealing many countries experiencing the current system as unequal and 

unrepresentative. The above statement “when we were strong, we did not trouble the world; 

when we were weak, we did not become a burden on the world” ties together a history of 

oppression, turned into pride, and such a strategic narrative most certainly will appear alluring 

for other developing countries struggling for development and influence, as well.  
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7. Discussion: Multilateralism, A Concept Travelling 

This thesis has embarked on a mission to analyze the strategic narratives on multilateralism 

and the international order, as put forth by Chinese and Indian foreign policy statements, white 

papers, and speeches. Three principal research questions were posed to frame and direct the 

analysis:  

• How are the concepts of international order and multilateral cooperation 

described in foreign policy statements delivered by China and India? 

• What kind of values or norms emerge as salient for China’s and India’s strategic 

narratives on multilateralism and the international order? 

• How are these values and norms connected to China’s and India’s historical 

narratives of themselves on the international arena? 

Crucially, the decided upon research questions also served the function of limiting and framing 

my analysis into the realm of interpretations on the idea of multilateralism. Multilateralism, as 

a colossal and relatively vague concept, demanded such demarcation in order to produce a 

succinct analysis. Hence, this analysis intentionally excludes in-depth scrutiny into the 

operations of, for example, concrete multilateral structures, their hindrances, possibilities, or 

design. While delving into the cases of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), the Shanghai 

Cooperation Organization (SCO), or, let’s say, the BRICS, would have been an illuminating 

layer to this analysis, a deliberate focus on the normative content was adopted to reveal aspects 

which could have easily been muddled by a parallel institutional analysis. 

7.1. Concluding Thoughts: China’s Strategic Narratives on Multilateralism 

In my analysis on China’s documents, I outlined three grand narratives at play in the material. 

The first of these was the narrative on China’s ‘origin story’, constructing a pledge on China’s 

forthcoming glory amidst the international order, as well as on China’s future trustworthiness 

in regard to multilateral cooperation and partnerships. China, thus, connects its identity of an 

ancient civilization, having experienced a harrowing era of humiliation, into the now 

suggestibly internalized traits of amicability, anti-oppression, and general integrity when 

operating on the international arena. China, thus, strategically harnesses a selective framing of 

its past in order to yield a seemingly impervious image of its supposed future actions and 

characteristic tendencies as an internationally powerful actor.   
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These characteristics of an international China are presented as not foreign policy choices per 

se, but, rather, as innate characteristics of the Chinese civilization, and thus, arguing against 

them is deemed pointless and intellectually dishonest. Simultaneously, this narrative argues for 

a sincerity and mutual respect innate to the Chinese view on development, effectively 

constructing an alternative to a Western-style path, depicted as booby trapped with exported 

ideological demands and thinly veiled colonialist calculations. 

Similarly, the international order is portrayed to be riddled by the malaise of Western 

hegemonic tendencies and its imaginations on cultural superiority. Countering this, China 

places emphasis on particular phenomena and elevates them as elemental to the desired 

international order and “true multilateralism”. I have chosen to call these three pillars the 

following: 1) the existence of distinct civilizations 2) hegemony as antithetical to “true 

multilateralism” and 3) sovereignty as a key value of “true multilateralism”. Ultimately, via 

these three pillars, China markets a worldview of acceptance of differences between actors, the 

emerging multiplicity of such differences (where no one actor is single-handedly capable of 

imposing the norm), as well as the inviolability of these differences.  

Of course, the aforementioned is exactly that – marketing – and it remains highly improbable 

that China would in reality crave for this fracturing of power to be totally evenly splintered 

across the globe. The concept of multipolarity, interwoven into the Chinese strategic narrative, 

is in fact of great use in camouflaging this reality: multipolarity, after all, only suggests the 

existence of a variety of influential actors, but does not spell out the exact distribution of power 

spread between these distinct poles. Although an innate fairness is implied to simmer within 

the concept of multipolarity, resources, economic leverage, and shrewd partnership networks 

will always, ultimately, equip some actors with more power than others. 

The concept of sovereignty remains of great importance, as well, in revealing China’s vaster 

conceptions on the appropriate hierarchy of norms sculpting the international system. The 

concept of sovereignty is a defining pillar of the U.N. and international law, having been 

imbued to the earliest of what can be viewed as multilateral arrangements, the Peace of 

Westphalia in 1648 (Wiktor, 1998, p. ix). China eagerly presents itself as a guardian of one of 

the founding principles of multilateral decision-making – and that deviation from the primacy 

of sovereignty and non-intervention, for example in the form of humanitarian intervention or 

for the rationale of safeguarding human rights, runs counter to the oldest, most venerable tenets 

of multilateral cooperation. In such a context, China manages to portray itself as a defender of 
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the original, and in fact the “true” multilateralism, while suggesting that the West has become 

adrift from the key, founding principles of a system it so unflinchingly claims to adhere to.  

Finally, the third strategic narrative I have identified in my analysis is the narrative of China 

being on “the right side of history” and “ahead of the times”. Here, I identified China’s 

tendency to create new concepts, such as “path of socialism with Chinese characteristics” or 

“global community of shared future”. These concepts too exert power and authority on their 

own right without offering much concrete substance in return – in fact, as they are coined by 

China, they are also malleable by China, unless, of course, in some point of time, these concepts 

too begin to assume localized versions with their respective normative substance. Just as is the 

case with the concept of “true multilateralism”, or, in fact, “multilateralism”, they are 

authoritative concepts which, ultimately, have little fixed meaning behind them. They are 

concepts that have muscle, yet no clearly identifiable form, deeming them to be sculpted by 

the desires of the most powerful norm-makers of the global hierarchy. 

7.2. Concluding Thoughts: India’s Strategic Narratives on Multilateralism 

India’s views on the composition of the international order and multilateral cooperation, as 

well as the norms underpinning them, are strikingly less polished than those of China’s. 

However, three distinct strategic narratives could be identified within India’s material, as well: 

1) the narrative on insiders and outsiders, entailing the interplay of the domestic and foreign 

policy in Indian thought on multilateralism and the international order 2) the narrative of 

“temporal balance”, depicting an understanding of “appropriate dosages of modernity and 

traditionality”, intuitively rationed by a knack inherent to the Indian civilization only 3) the 

narrative of the desirability of the diffusion of power – principally manifested as the emphasis 

on a multipolar world order, which would inject a long-craved democratic streak into a 

multilateralism that has previously neglected the views and desires of developing countries.   

Here, I wish to highlight an exemplifying observation which remains crucial to overarchingly 

acknowledge while engaging with my analysis. India’s narrative on a “temporal balance” can 

be bridged to the theory on “travelling concepts” – that concepts, even as Western-laden as that 

of multilateralism, assume localized variations which, ultimately, come to reflect the regional 

culture they reassume form in. While India’s material suggests that the narrative of “temporal 

balance” does, in fact, strategically and calculatedly argue for India’s unique aptitude to 

combine modernity and traditionality, it can also be viewed as reflective of the Hindu 

conception of time as a cyclical concept.  
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In Hindu thought, creation beings from a “seed which sprouts, grows, flowers, withers, and 

dies, but leaves behind a seed from which the next cycle of creation will arise” (Coward, 1999, 

p. 1). Such is, ultimately, the story of the rise and ruin and rise of the Indian civilization, as 

well, an eternal pulse of glory and humiliation, of victory and downfall, engaged in a never-

ending dance. Although I am examining this narrative as serving strategic aims, it should be 

acknowledged that culture does not equate strategy – albeit, it can ingeniously be utilized for 

strategic aims, as has been demonstrated in this thesis. As worded earlier on, cultural norms 

play a significant role in the formulation of what is an ideal world, and, thus, what is ideal 

multilateralism. This observation should continuously be recognized when reading the 

conclusions presented in this thesis.  

The identified strategic narratives of India present another compelling argument reflective of 

current debate on India’s state of democracy. In a country experiencing democratic backsliding, 

or a downright glide to authoritarianism, what does it indicate when domestic and foreign 

policy are increasingly welded together? Domestic woes are becoming a rationale for foreign 

policy; for example, the anti-Islam stance of the BJP’s, to an extent, reassumes form in the 

realm of the foreign policy narrative of civilizations which ought to remain distinct. Hereby, it 

is insinuated that civilizations are, by nature, supposed to be separated – working together, yes, 

but from their respective geographical spaces.  

When such identity struggles, so feverishly utilized as political tools in the Indian domestic 

political arena, become a narrative seeping into foreign policy, it is relevant to consider how 

such a muddling can push both domestic and foreign policy towards increasingly non-

democratic tendencies. Ultimately, it is simplistic to deem the fusion of the domestic and the 

international an obvious sign of impeding authoritarianism – in a world of transnational 

opportunities and threats no country can exercise a domestic policy fully detached from foreign 

affairs – but, in India’s unique case of ethno-cultural nationalism, such an observation should 

not go unnoticed. 

One of PM Modi’s principal foreign policy aims is to project an image of India as a Hindu 

nation, and himself as the rightful representative of it. Ganguly (2015, p. 9) recites that the BJP 

seems, to an extent, to have revoked an ancient Hindu supremacist strain of thought, “India’s 

success on the global stage is dependent upon the forging of a monolithic Hindu nation”. Such 

wordings are frequent also within the material analyzed in this thesis. Indeed, it is easy to view 

PM Modi as an internationalist actor, celebrating diversity, democracy, and multilateralism. 
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But – crucially – strategic narratives are exactly that, strategic, and it would be hopelessly naïve 

to assume that any nation would be innately anything, be it democratic, pro-diversity, or 

multilateral, should these characteristics be manifested as selectively as they are within, for 

example, the BJP government’s policy.  

7.3. Concluding Thoughts: China and India in the Current and Future 

International Order 

As I have asserted already early on, China and India are not directly comparable cases, and 

thus I will not dedicate extensive scrutiny towards comparing the two analyses completed in 

this thesis. Notable and meaningful similarities, however, do exist between the two cases, ones 

which may reveal less about China or India per se, and, at times, more about the Western-led 

structures which have dominated the international arena, as well as of multilateralism itself. 

As said, in the documents analyzed, both China and India perceive an international arena 

assembled in a particular manner: a world consisting of proud, independent civilizations, some 

of which have been unduly embraced and some of which have been unfairly ostracized from 

the design of international cooperation. This injustice is what constitutes the normative premise 

for the documents, the momentum for their claims, and the reason for why other countries may 

opt for these alternative worldviews or at least parts of them in the long haul.  

As the antonym to distinct civilizations acting in cooperation, or, in other words, to the idea of 

“true” multilateralism, stands the behemoth concept of hegemony. Multilateralism, as 

envisioned both by China and India, is not a vessel for strengthening (liberal) norms, but, rather, 

an engine to speed up the move away from a unipolar, Western-dominated, hegemonic world 

order. This is the essence of the “truth” in China’s “true multilateralism”, as well as the 

multilateralism “inherent to Indians” – a multilateralism which ought to reflect the diversity of 

the international arena. Democracy – another frequent concept in the documents – may be a 

concept associated with the West, but, as implied in the materials, the West has comprehended 

only half the idea; it has championed democracy elsewhere but disregarded one crucial form 

of it – democracy in international relations.  

Such a narrative, I argue, is hardly coincidental: the documents could have put forth the same 

discussion via the concepts of, for example, injustice or unbalance. However, the use of an idea 

of a lack of democracy in the Western nations’ actions implies that those who so keenly 

advocate their own norms and principles, such as democracy, do not, in fact, even manage to 

adhere to them themselves. China and India, obviously, have different rationales for these 
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specific strategic choices of words, but the implication is clear – that the Western world does 

not own the concept of democracy, the concept of rights, nor, by reasonable extension, the 

concept of multilateralism, especially now that novel emerging powers have increasing sway 

to fill them with their respective cultural and political substance.  

At the same time, of course, the criticism outlined in the documents toward the West is relevant 

in a myriad of ways. The system has historically granted Western nations with a whopping 

head start within the structures of multilateral cooperation and, even if some truly pressing 

structural modifications were to be made today, this divide is unlikely to be fully bridged in 

the near future. Within such a framework, alternatives gain powerful momentum – whether 

they be alternative routes to development or, perhaps, the choice of joining non-Western 

parallel multilateral institutions, adroitly merchandised by, for example, China.  

On the other hand, the narratives of China and India on multilateralism and the norms of the 

international order have recently come under unforeseen strain. While other impactful events 

could well be scrutinized in this framework, as well, Russia’s war in Ukraine depicts the 

fragility of any world order narrative built upon an image of all-around amicability. Both China 

and India, self-proclaimed defenders of multilateralism, international law, and most of all, 

sovereignty, have shied away from taking an assertive stance on Russia’s actions as well as the 

sanctions directed to control them. While an in-depth analysis of the dynamics of this awkward 

trio remains beyond the scope of this thesis, the situation does reveal how norms and 

geopolitical realities can collide in foreign policy exercised beyond white papers or speeches.  

The Russian situation uncomfortably pits against each other the two principal values of global 

cooperation as celebrated by China: the respect for territorial sovereignty and the unrelenting 

stance against U.S. hegemony. An obvious shift into any one of the two directions would 

weaken its narrative on the international order, at least as identified in this thesis; hence, China 

seems to be playing time, avoiding any haphazard assertions for as long as it can. Sanctions, 

too, are downright venom for the Chinese vision of world order, as the country’s wellbeing 

remains inextricably linked to a functioning and open global economy. In fact, we may come 

to witness that not all the principles identified in China’s narrative are equal, after all – for, 

more than being pro-Russia, per se, China will, most likely, prove to be anti-U.S., to the extent 

that sovereignty as a value may take a backseat in comparison to the stance of anti-hegemony. 

India’s stature, too, has been relatively ungraceful when compared to the speeches’ eloquent 

wordings on the world’s largest democracy’s inherent tendency toward the tranquil foreign 
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policy pillars of the Panchamrit and the altruist tenets of Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam. Despite 

the allegiances of India being very different in nature as compared to China’s, India too is 

acting hesitant with assuming any assertive position, accurately depicting how fragile even the 

most compelling strategic narratives can turn out to be, come a single event which calls for 

foreign policy ideals to be realized on the world stage. However, when analyzing visions on 

international order, one must acknowledge that ultimately states, when push comes to shove, 

tend to be more fixed with the near than the far. India is no superpower – and, perhaps, the 

potential demise of Ukraine is simply not of great or proximate enough importance for India to 

compromise its long-standing foreign policy positions.    

What, then, does the analysis depict in regard to the differences between China’s and India’s 

foreign policy stances on multilateralism and the composition of a future international order? 

Although I have identified three well justified grand narratives within the material analyzed for 

the case of India, it remains evident that Indian foreign policy still as of yet lacks the same 

epoch-level storytelling capacity (or, perhaps, the truly pressing need to do so) which China is 

eagerly showcasing around with a constant flow of white papers and strategies.  

In fact, it is an intriguing observation that India generally does not crank out a similar flux of 

white papers on the state of the world as China does – as China is fixed in an ongoing battle 

for hegemony (whether it wants it or not, on paper), its incentives to devise its own geopolitical 

playbook are, currently, significantly greater than that of India’s. Indeed, the global vision is 

distinctly more fragmented in the Indian texts, while China puts forth a more elaborate and 

strategic narrative on what kind of a power it aims to be, and, perhaps most importantly, what 

kind of a power it claims to never become. 

7.4. Concluding thoughts: Multilateralism as a Strategic Narrative in Foreign 

Policy 

What does this battle of strategic narratives, then, imply for multilateral cooperation and the 

future of the international order? As ruminated upon already earlier, perhaps an ineludible 

demise of the liberal international order is as of yet an untimely premonition – what, however, 

seems evident, is that alternative narratives on the norms and principles which ought to 

constitute multilateral cooperation and the international order are gaining traction, especially 

among those who have felt disenfranchised within the traditional system. It remains highly 

worthwhile, paramount even, to examine what it is that allures so many actors toward change, 
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even if such change is clad in ultimately barren buzzwords and sentimental philosophical 

quotations so distinguishable in the materials analyzed in this thesis.  

If, for example, China’s narrative on multilateralism and the international order is widely 

embraced in the global South, the implications will most likely be paramount. The soft power 

legwork that China has systematically been doing in for example Africa, concerning economic, 

cultural, and political partnerships, could lead to the continent’s nations to increasingly vote in 

alignment with China in the UN General Assembly. The swift spread of Confucius institutes 

in the continent’s universities spread the Chinese worldview effectively, while also providing 

China with direct access to the future intellectual potential of the vast and populous continent. 

In this particular arena of competition, the West may have already lost the game of normative 

authority. 

As I have engaged in a lengthy voyage into what multilateralism as an idea entails in two 

localized contexts, one pivotal question remains unanswered. What, exactly, is the opposite of 

multilateralism? Within the materials I have analyzed, it is, repeatedly, drafted out to be 

hegemony, unipolarity, or the unjust power of the strongest – and yet again, it is doubtful that 

we would see the same antagonistic hierarchy surfacing in Western policy papers on 

multilateralism. Is the antonym to multilateralism then, perhaps, isolationism, protectionism? 

Yet, how many countries deem all cooperation as undesirable?  

It remains difficult to pinpoint the flipside of multilateralism, even after lengthy engagement 

with the concept. However, as stated in the opening chapters of this thesis, the crisis of 

multilateralism is also defined by the exponentially growing complexity of both issues and 

actors. It is perhaps worthwhile to ponder whether the nemesis of multilateralism may surface 

from, for example, the increasing power of transnational corporations, some of which are 

becoming more wealthy than individual nations. While I argue that multilateralism in itself is 

not in utter decline, a myriad of novel contenders continue to emerge as the world enters a new 

age of cooperation. 

In the beginning of this thesis, I briefly touched upon Francis Fukuyama’s theory on an “end 

of history”. Fukuyama’s theory, in fact misunderstood, referred to an “end” not as termination, 

but, rather, to an “end” as a goal of progress (Fukuyama, 1995, p. 28–30) – perhaps, in a similar 

manner than the Chinese and Indian foreign policy papers too envision a “destiny” and a “goal 

of harmony and common good”, an ideal end state of multilateralism. While Fukuyama may 
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deserve an apology from many, any endpoint to ideological tussle, we can now perceive, is all 

but at hand.  

As I have attempted to affirm in this thesis, ‘ends’, as well as ‘beginnings’, are ultimately closed 

and temporally restricted concepts which, perhaps, cannot ever truly capture a world in 

increasingly rapid flux. Emerging worldviews are built upon history and narratives, the ends 

of old things shape the nexts of new things, and, ultimately, concepts understood as inherent to 

liberalism, such as multilateralism, travel and assume their own localized versions. I argue that 

this is no end – in fact, it is movement.   

Finally, when contemplating concepts such as multipolarity or unipolarity, it is easy to get 

preoccupied with comprehending great powers as, practically, the puppeteers for the future of 

the rest of the world. Perhaps polarity as a concept is, to some extent, outdated – the idea of ‘a 

pole’ implies power situated in a limited geographical space, after all – and, in fact, we have 

yet to pinpoint the most succinct conceptualization for truly dispersed or shared global power.  

While China and India may ultimately be playing for their own goals and victories on the 

international arena, their worldviews gaining attention entails another fundamental ongoing 

process. The increasing multitude of voices, hoping to define multilateral cooperation, has 

already expanded the authority to do so from the mere Western realm. Emerging nations may 

increasingly seek to bring their own strategic narratives on a fair international order to the table, 

as well. Words are power, as argued in this thesis, and hence, such a multiplication of stories 

on multilateralism and the international order could eventually lead to a true diffusion of power 

on the international stage. 

No longer is the normative basis of the concept of multilateralism a concert of one – if it truly 

ever was – but, rather, an increasingly polyphonic contest for the true meaning of cooperation.  
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8. Final Thoughts, Further Research 
 

This thesis has committed itself to analyzing the ideas put forth by China and India regarding 

multilateralism and the future of the international order. An array of strategic narratives has 

been identified within the analyzed material, and while they shed light most of all on the foreign 

policy thinking of India and China, they also mirror a vaster process ongoing for the idea of 

multilateralism, as well as identify possible future pathways of the international order. 

Limitations regarding the afore analysis have been presented already before embarking on the 

analysis itself. Document analysis on government statements is always flawed, to a degree – 

for, such documents are meticulously pondered, drafted, and redrafted to reveal exactly as little 

or as much as the narrator in question chooses to. The mere existence of the white papers, 

documents, and speeches on multilateralism, however, summarizes something pivotal in regard 

to the question on whether a new world order is in fact emerging. Their existence indicates that 

there is true confidence in the worldview immortalized in such documents – that, in fact, they 

are viewed worthwhile to write and, furthermore, to translate for other countries to scrutinize. 

A constructivist methodology, such as an analysis on strategic narratives, does entail certain 

unavoidable biases. Much of the analysis is, and is bound to be, subject to interpretation, and 

adopting a differing analytical lens could produce varying results. As I have stated, in many of 

the strategic narratives identified, culture too is fundamentally at play, and culture obviously 

can be exercised without calculating or strategic intent. However, the lens of strategic 

narratives manages to spotlight that this too can be done, and that narratives harnessing culture, 

identity, emotions, and fears, are a truly potent political tool. Certainly, this is no tendency of 

merely China or India – Western thought on multilateralism is inseparably linked to the 

identities, hopes, and dreams of a normatively powerful West, as well.  

And finally, it is obvious that when engaging with a concept as pliable and vast as that of 

multilateralism, many captivating avenues of research have been mandatory to crop out from 

this specific thesis. Thus, below I wish to outline some of the many potential avenues of 

research to which I consider my analysis to provide a fecund departure point. 

As said, this thesis has made no attempt to scrutinize the functions of specific multilateral 

structures, coalitions, or institutions. However, as the basis for an “ideal” multilateralism 

ultimately springs from what an actor views as moral, desirable, or, the very least, acceptable 

to global cooperation, my analysis on the idea of multilateralism can provide input for further 
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research regarding the future pathways of concrete structures or multilateral institutions. The 

more institutional take on contested multilateralism by Morse and Keohane (2014) could 

support such a research endeavor. The reform of the U.N. too remains an intriguing academic 

discussion which would benefit from a vaster analysis on what individual countries view as 

normatively salient for the most elemental structure of multilateral decision-making.  

The role of China’s “shadow institutions” is another potential avenue of research stemming 

from the analysis on the idea on multilateralism. These shadow institutions, to many (see e.g. 

Heilmann et al., 2014), are reflective of China’s desire to alter and further develop the 

international decision-making structures to further its own objectives. To others, however, 

many of these structures, perhaps the most cited example being the BRI, champion values 

which ultimately ring relatively similar to those put forth by the West (see e.g. Jones, 2020). 

The beast is in the eye of the beholder, in this case as well – and my analysis on the normative 

framework on China’s stance on multilateral cooperation may provide an additional 

perspective to the worldview upon which these parallel structures are constructed upon.  

Informal multilateralism, in the form of, for example, G7 and G20, would provide a fecund 

point of analysis, as well. The role of more regionalized cooperation, too, would be well worth 

further academic scrutiny. I regret that the scope of this thesis does not permit in-depth scrutiny 

into, for example, the BRICS. Whether there exists an ideological framework or an ‘origin 

story’ relatively convergent among the BRICS (such as, for example, opposition to hegemony 

or a rise from ruins) could reveal fundamental patterns and fecund avenues for more 

multifaceted forms of multilateralism in the future. Limited research on the topic has, indeed, 

already been compiled (see e.g. van Noort 2019), even via the exact lens of strategic narratives. 

Further research on multilateralism should, also, engage with the question of the regional power 

goals of China and India on the globe, as well as the manifestations of their respective 

ideologies in certain regional contexts. The countries’ normative stances on regional 

expressions of multilateralism, for example regarding partnerships or cooperation in the 

continent of Africa, would be of great interest. Similarly, as both China and India have put 

forth more or less ambiguous claims to increasingly engage in the decision-making at polar 

regions (for the case of China see e.g. Lim, 2018, and for the case of India see e.g. 

Suryanarayanan, 2022), the strategic narratives of the countries’ appropriate and desired forms 

of polar governance could unveil salient viewpoints both for the regions themselves, as well as 

illuminate upon China’s and India’s views on their role in the remotest areas of the globe. A 
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similar discussion would be fecund regarding the global commons – if China and India, indeed, 

view themselves to be future norm-makers and powerful international actors shaping global 

discourses, how do they view their engagement in the sphere of the global commons? 

Finally, great potential still simmers within further analysis of the concept of multilateralism 

itself. Perhaps most troublingly, multilateralism remains a relatively exclusive concept, 

highbrow jargon, distant and humdrum to the average citizen. Although I have chosen to 

examine the strategic narratives put forth by nations, nations and cultures are, ultimately, 

compilations of humans with their own narratives on how the world ought to function. Further 

research should be directed toward comprehending what average citizens view to be the value 

of multilateral cooperation and what norms should set the pace for solving the exponentially 

multiplying mutual challenges of our time.  
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